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Dear!Colleague:!
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I!am!pleased!to!share!the!discussion!draft!of!a!special!report,!Principles*and*Practices*of*High3 
Quality*Ethics*&*Compliance*Programs.!The!document!was!developed!by!a!Blue!Ribbon!Panel!
convened!by!the!Ethics!&!Compliance!Initiative!(ECI).!!!
!
In!May!2015,!ECI!established!the!Blue!Ribbon!Panel!and!charged!the!group!with!identifying!the!
characteristics!of!exemplary!ethics!and!compliance!(E&C)!efforts,!our!goal!was!to!develop!a!
public!report!that!can!serve!as!a!guide!for!organizations!endeavoring!to!improve!their!current!
programs.!!We!were!honored!to!include!some!of!the!most!respected!E&C!practitioners,!former!
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The!report!that!follows!reflects!months!of!discussions!by!panel!members!and!a!wide!range!of!
research.!!At!the!Blue!Ribbon!Panel’s!request,!we!invite!your!comments!on!this!document.!!The!
group!will!consider!comments!submitted!and!include!suggestions!in!its!full!report!to!be!
released!early!next!year.!!!
!
To!offer!comments!on!our!discussion!draft,!please!send!them!by!email!to:!ethics@ethics.org!
with!“Blue!Ribbon!Panel!report”!in!the!subject!line.!Kindly'submit'your'feedback'by'Friday,'

January'8,'2016.!We!look!forward!to!your!input.!!
!
Sincerely,!!
!
!
!
Patricia!J.!Harned,!Ph.D.!
Chair,!ECI’s!Blue!Ribbon!Panel!
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Charge'to'the'Panel!
!
In!May!2015,!the!Ethics!&!Compliance!Initiative!(ECI)!established!a!Blue!Ribbon!Panel!to!
consider!the!principles!and!practices!that!are!common!to!highfquality!organizational!ethics!and!
compliance!(E&C)!programs.!The!panel!was!charged!with!identifying!the!characteristics!of!
exemplary!E&C!efforts!in!order!to!develop!a!public!report!that!can!serve!as!a!guide!for!
organizations!endeavoring!to!improve!their!current!programs.!!
!

Methodology'
!
The!development!of!this!report!has!involved!several!steps.!!
!

•! Review*of*literature.!To!provide!context!for!the!Panel’s!work,!a!comprehensive!
document!review!was!undertaken!to!understand!existing!efforts!to!define!an!effective!
E&C!program.!Of!specific!interest!were!practices!that!practitioners,!regulators!and!
others!found!produce!both!cultures!of!integrity!and!effective!systems!to!prevent,!detect!
and!respond!to!misconduct!in!organizations.!!
!
From!literature!related!to!the!practitioner!and!research!community,!background!
research!included!a!review!of!recent!best!practice!compendiums!and!material!authored!
by!industry!professional!organizations!and!experienced!practitioners.!A!review!of!
independent!research!on!effective!practices!in!E&C!was!also!conducted.!Members!of!
the!panel!and!other!selected!practitioners!provided!sample!codes!of!conduct,!
frameworks!for!their!E&C!program!efforts,!risk!assessments!and!other!documents!
related!to!their!programs’!designs.!
!
From!the!regulator!community,!the!review!included!U.S.!Sentencing!Commission!history!
and!commentary!related!to!Chapter!Eight!of!the!USSC*Guidelines*Manual,!as!well!as!
recent!commentary!and!publicly!available!case!data!from!domestic!regulators!including!
the!Department!of!Justice;!the!Securities!and!Exchange!Commission;!the!Inspector!
General!of!Health!and!Human!Services;!and!the!Department!of!Labor.!Additionally,!the!
review!included!a!variety!of!other!domestic!and!global!integrity!standards/laws!for!
organizations!and!related!commentary!and!research,!including!“B”!or!benefit!
organization!standards;!sustainability!standards;!the!United!Kingdom!Bribery!Act;!the!
Organization!for!Economic!Cofoperation!and!Development!(OECD)!AntifBribery!
Convention;!and!International!Organization!of!Standards!(ISO)!19600!–!Compliance!
Management!System!Guidelines.!!

!
Finally,!the!literature!review!involved!relevant!best!practices!and!commentary!from!
other!compliancefrelated!disciplines!including!safety,!enterprise!risk!management,!
internal!audit!and!human!resources.!!
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!
•! Panel*discussion*of*the*principles*and*review*of*report*drafts.!The!Panel!convened!in!

three!group!conference!calls!to!react!to!research!material,!best!practice!examples!and!
drafts!of!the!public!report.!Additional!calls!have!been!held!with!individuals!and!small!
groups!of!panel!members!in!order!to!gather!specific!feedback!and!further!refine!the!
document.!The!full!group!reviewed!and!commented!on!a!detailed!outline!and!provided!
input!to!four!subsequent!versions!of!the!full!report.!!
!

•! Public*comment.*The!report!–!now!in!draft!form!–!is!being!released!to!the!public!for!
comment.!*

!
Following!the!public!comment!period,!the!Panel!will!reconvene!to!review!comments!received.!
The!report!will!be!further!refined!based!on!the!input!received!and!released!in!final!form.!'
 !
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Introduction&
!
Ethics!and!compliance!(E&C)!has!become!an!identifiable!function!in!many!organizations!today.!
In!some!cases,!E&C!programs!are!born!out!of!necessity!in!the!aftermath!of!wrongdoing.1!In!
many!other!instances,!programs!arise!from!an!organization’s!voluntary!investment!in!the!
strategic!goal!of!conducting!business!with!integrity.!Regardless!of!why!they!were!created,!E&C!
programs!by!their!very!nature!play!an!important!role!in!the!viability!and!ongoing!success!of!any!
institution.!!
!
The!size,!scope!and!structure!of!an!E&C!program2!vary!with!the!makeup!of!an!organization.!A!
program!in!a!large,!publiclyftraded!multinational!looks!altogether!different!from!an!effort!in!a!
small,!privatelyfheld!business.!Even!more!different!are!E&C!programs!in!nonprofit!and!
government!entities.!Nonetheless,!the!fundamental!purpose!of!the!function!is!almost!universal.!
An!organizational!ethics!and!compliance!program!exists!to:!!
!

A.! Ensure!and!sustain!integrity!in!the!organization’s!performance!and!its!reputation!as!a!
responsible!business;3!and!
!

B.! Reduce!the!risk!of!wrongdoing!by!parties!employed!by!or!aligned!with!the!organization;!!
!

C.! Increase!the!likelihood!that,!when!it!occurs,4!wrongdoing!will!be!made!known!to!
management!within!the!organization;!!

!
D.! Increase!the!likelihood!that!the!organization!will!responsibly!handle!suspected!and!

substantiated!wrongdoing;!!
!

E.! Mitigate!penalties!imposed!by!regulatory!and!governmental!authorities!for!violations,!if!
they!occur.!

                                                   
1!We!use!the!term!“wrongdoing”!and!“misconduct”!throughout!this!report!to!refer!to!both!illegal!conduct!that!
violates!law!or!regulation!and!conduct!that!violates!organizational!values,!standards!and!policies.!!
2!In!most!instances,!a!compliance!program!is!designed!to!prevent,!detect!and!deter!violations!of!law!and!
regulation,!as!externally!imposed.!An!ethics!program,!by!comparison,!is!designed!to!encourage!the!establishment!
of!a!set!of!values!and!a!culture!that!encourages!ethical!decisionfmaking!consistent!with!those!values.!While!some!
organizations!(particularly!those!in!highlyfregulated!industries)!separate!the!compliance!program!from!the!ethics!
program,!many!other!organizations!combine!them!into!a!comprehensive!E&C!function.!In!this!report,!we!refer!to!
the!two!functions!together!because!highfquality!programs!have!both!focuses!in!some!way.!Further,!as!discussed!in!
the!report,!we!find!that!E&C!are!interdependent;!the!successful!execution!of!either!function!is!strongly!dependent!
on!successful!execution!of!the!other.!
3!This!document!was!written!with!all!types!of!organizations!in!mind!–!corporations,!nonprofit!organizations,!
governmental!entities,!etc.!When!the!word!“business”!is!used,!it!is!intended!to!refer!to!the!dayftofday!operations!
of!the!organization.!To!that!end,!every!entity!conducts!“business”!of!some!sort.!
4!In!2013!41!percent!of!an!organization’s!employees!observed!wrongdoing!or!misconduct!in!a!given!year.!See!pp.!
14f15!of!Ethics!Resource!Center!(2014).!National*business*ethics*survey*2013®.!Arlington,!VA:!Ethics!Resource!
Center.!
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!
Ethics!and!compliance!programs!are!designed!to!achieve!this!purpose!in!two!primary!ways.!
They:!
!

A.! Continuously!assess!and!abate!the!organization’s!legal,!ethics!and!other!compliance!
risks;!5!and!they!
!

B.! Establish!and!perpetuate!an!organizational!culture!that!prizes!ethical!decisionfmaking!
and!the!raising!of!concerns!without!fear!of!retaliation.!

!
Research!has!shown!that!when!they!are!effectively!implemented,!these!efforts!achieve!positive!
results:!ethics!and!compliance!programs!do!accomplish!their!purpose.!Misconduct6!has!been!
shown!to!be!reduced!by!as!much!as!66!percent!in!organizations!with!effective!programs.!
Reporting!of!wrongdoing!to!management!increases!by!88!percent.7!Importantly,!however,!
these!and!other!outcomes!of!an!ethics!and!compliance!program!are!dependent!on!the!quality!
of!the!program!implementation!and!the!ongoing!commitment!of!business!leaders!to!it.!Not!all!
ethics!and!compliance!programs!achieve!their!intended!results.!The!authority,!objectives!and!
scope!assigned!to!the!program!make!a!profound!difference.!
*
Current*Understandings*
For!leaders!seeking!guidance!in!building!an!ethics!and!compliance!program,!to!date,!the!de!
facto!standard!for!“effectiveness”!in!program!design!has!been!largely!based!on!definitions!set!
forth!in!Chapter!8!of!the!Guidelines*Manual*(the!Guidelines),!as!promulgated!by!the!United!
States!Sentencing!Commission!(USSC).8!Additional!insights!have!been!derived!from!a!number!of!
other!prominent!sources,!including!the!United!Kingdom!Bribery!Act;9!the!Organization!for!
Economic!Cofoperation!and!Development!(OECD)!AntifBribery!Convention;10!and!the!
International!Organization!of!Standards!(ISO)!19600fCompliance!Management!System!
Guidelines.11!
!

                                                   
5!The!term!“risk”!when!used!in!the!context!of!organizational!risk!assessment!processes!refers!to!any!internal!or!
external!event!or!occurrence!that!may!impair!an!organization’s!ability!to!achieve!its!objectives.!Ethics!and!
compliance!risks!most!frequently!involve!matters!that!would!suggest!that!the!organization!is!not!in!compliance!
with!law,!regulation!or!its!own!standards!and!the!reputational!risks!associated!with!such!matters.!
6!Misconduct!is!defined!as!a!violation!of!an!organization’s!ethics/compliance!standards!or!a!violation!of!the!law.!
7!See!pp.!18f19!of!Ethics!Resource!Center!(2014).!National*business*ethics*survey*2013®.!Arlington,!VA:!Ethics!
Resource!Center!
8!United!States!Sentencing!Commission!Guidelines!Manual,!Chapter!8,!Section!8B2.1.!
9!Full!text!of!the!Act!is!available!at:!
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/181762/briberyfactf2010f
guidance.pdf!
10!Full!text!of!the!OECD!Guide!Practice!Guidance!is!available!at:!http://www.oecd.org/daf/antif
bribery/44884389.pdf!
11!Full!text!of!ISO!19600!(2014)!is!available!at:!https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:19600:edf1:v1:en!*
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While!it!is!widely!recognized!that!the!Guidelines!and!other!definitions!for!effective!E&C!efforts!
have!had!a!broad!and!substantial!impact!in!advancing!thought!and!practice,12!there!are!
challenges!that!remain!with!their!adoption!as!the!end!goal.!First!and!foremost,!these!
frameworks!articulate!the!minimum!(or!at!least!the!basic)*standard.!By!their!nature,!the!
elements!identified!within!these!definitions!articulate!what!constitutes!compliance!with!
regulation!and/or!the!law.!Organizations!with!ethics!and!compliance!programs!designed!solely!
to!conform!to!these!frameworks!(a.k.a.!“check!the!box!programs”)!are!often!limited!in!their!
scope,!and!they!struggle!to!maintain!relevance!within!the!organization.!By!comparison,!
organizations!with!programs!designed!with!a!much!broader!understanding!of!E&C!have!yielded!
stronger,!more!positive!results.!Organizations!who!merely!follow!the!minimum!standard!can!
and!should!do!more.!
!
Second,!the!majority!of!these!de!facto!standards!were!established!as!regulatory!or!judicial!
responses!to!increasing!evidence!of!compliance!and!ethics!lapses!in!organizations.!They!were!
intended!to!be!frameworks!for!evaluation!rather!than!suggestions!for!program!implementation.!
As!a!result,!organizations!building!programs!based!on!the!Guidelines!(or!other!regulatory!
definitions)!do!not!find!in!them!sufficient!detail!to!fully!implement!their!programs.!For!example,!
the!portion!of!the!Guidelines!concerning!organizations!(Chapter!8)!created!a!union!of!two!
related!but!qualitatively!different!outcomes:!“an!organizational!culture!that!encourages!ethical!
conduct!and!a!commitment!to!compliance!with!the!law”!and!a!program!“effective!in!preventing!
and!detecting*criminal!conduct.”!Accordingly,!the!challenge!for!most!organizations!is!finding!the!
appropriate!balance!of!systems!design!and!human!inspiration!that!produces!both*a!speakfup!
culture!committed!to!compliance!and!effective,!responsible!prevention,!detection!and!
response!to!misconduct.!The!Guidelines!(and!other!subsequent!frameworks)!were!not!designed!
to!provide!more!detail!to!navigate!these!gaps!and,!as!a!result,!they!do!not.!
*
Why*Now?*
The!time!has!come!to!advance!the!dialogue!about!effective!ethics!and!compliance!programs.!
After!many!years!of!thoughtful!implementation,!there!are!organizations!that!have!done!more!
than!merely!comply!with!the!minimum!expectation!in!the!design!of!their!programs;!they!have!
transformed!their!workplaces!through!their!ethics!and!compliance!efforts.!In!these!
organizations,!E&C!programs!have!reached!a!level!of!excellence!that!is!worthy!of!emulation.!!
*
Additionally,!regardless!of!their!sector!and!size,!the!world!in!which!organizations!operate!is!
changing!rapidly,!compelling!leaders!to!want*to!ensure!operational!integrity.!Organizations!
today!face!increasing!(and!accelerating)!complexity.!Some!of!these!challenges,!which!have!
multiplied!significantly!in!just!the!last!few!years,!include:!
!

                                                   
12!See!pp.!38f42!of!Ethics!Resource!Center!(2012).,!The*federal*sentencing*guidelines*for*organizations*at*twenty*
years:*A*call*to*action*for*more*effective*promotion*and*recognition*of*effective*compliance*and*ethics*programs.!
Arlington,!VA:!Ethics!Resource!Center. 
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•! Increasingly!intense!regulatory!environment—Trends!show!an!increase!in!both!
enforcement!activity!and!enforcement!budgets,!particularly!with!regard!to!criminal!
activity!in!organizations.!Regulators!continue!to!emphasize!the!importance!of!effective!
E&C!programs,!not!only!in!preventing!misconduct!but!also!in!mitigating!penalties!if!
wrongdoing!occurs.13!!
!

•! Increasing!global!standards—In!addition,!a!number!of!countries!have!recently!passed!
legislation!strongly!incenting!organizations!to!adopt!comprehensive!compliance!
programs.14!For!multifnational!organizations!in!particular,!E&C!programs!must!be!
attentive!to!an!everfgrowing!number!of!standards!and!regulations.!
!

•! Rapidly!expanding!public!scrutiny!and!reputation!risk—From!board!rooms!to!chat!
rooms,!organizations!are!under!increased!scrutiny.!Expectations!for!organizational!
conduct!are!rising,!while!access!and!reach!of!information!is!moving!at!an!unprecedented!
rate.!A!single!piece!of!bad!news!about!an!organization,!distributed!via!the!internet,!can!
do!substantive!harm!to!an!organization’s!reputation!in!a!matter!of!hours.!!
!

•! Rising!costs!of!misconduct!—A!single!incident!of!misconduct!is!increasingly!expensive!
for!an!organization.!For!example,!the!average!total!of!monetary!resolutions!in!corporate!
FCPA!enforcement!actions!rose!from!$22!million!to!$157!million!in!just!two!years!

                                                   
13!On!September!10,!2015,!a!Memorandum!was!issued!from!Deputy!Attorney!General!Sally!Q.!Yates!to!all!DOJ!
attorneys!announcing!that!any!consideration!of!credit!for!corporate!cooperation!in!matters!before!DOJ!requires!
the!complete!disclosure!of!all!relevant!facts!about!individual!wrongdoing!of!company!employees.!While!
commentary!about!the!Memorandum!continues!as!we!issue!this!report!for!public!comment,!this!statement!further!
confirms!DOJ’s!commitment!to!more!vigorously!pursue!individual!prosecutions!in!both!civil!and!criminal!matters!
when!individual!company!employees!are!found!responsible.!For!more!information,!see US!Dept.!of!Justice.!(2015).!
Deputy!Attorney!General!Sally!Quillian!Yates!delivers!remarks!at!New!York!University!School!of!Law!announcing!
new!policy!on!individual!liability!in!matters!of!corporate!wrongdoing![Press!release].!Retrieved!from!
http://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/deputyfattorneyfgeneralfsallyfquillianfyatesfdeliversfremarksfnewfyorkf
universityfschool.!Additionally,!in!November,!the!DOJ!Fraud!Section!in!the!Criminal!Division!hired!a!Compliance!
Counsel,!Hui!Chen,!who!will!guide!prosecutors!as!they!evaluate!corporate!compliance!programs!in!matters!before!
them!for!prosecution.!The!new!Compliance!Counsel’s!boss,!Assistant!Attorney!General!Leslie!Caldwell,!stated!that!
the!hire!will!enable!examination!of!compliance!programs!“on!a!more!global!and!a!more!granular!level,”!including!
consideration!of!“whether!the!compliance!program!truly!is!thoughtfully!designed!and!sufficiently!resourced!to!
address!the!company’s!compliance!risks,!or!essentially!window!dressing.”!For!more!information,!see US!Dept.!of!
Justice.!(2015).!Assistant!Attorney!General!Leslie!R.!Caldwell!speaks!at!SIFMA!Compliance!and!Legal!Society!New!
York!Regional!Seminar![Press!release].!Retrieved!from!http://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/assistantfattorneyf
generalflesliefrfcaldwellfspeaksfsifmafcompliancefandflegalfsociety!
14!Spain!recently!passed!legislation!creating!a!compliance!defense!concept!in!its!antifbribery!and!antifcorruption!
legal!scheme!for!companies!being!prosecuted!for!violations,!following!a!trend!begun!by!the!United!Kingdom!and!
including!a!number!of!other!countries,!including!Australia,!Korea,!Japan!and!others.!For!further!information!see!
Debevoise!&!Plimpton!(May!2015).!FCPA*Update,*volume*6,*number*10.!Retrieved!from!!
http://www.debevoise.com/~/media/files/insights/publications/2015/05/fcpa_update_may_2015.pdf!
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(between!2012!and!2014).15!Securities!class!action!settlements!had!a!median!cost!of!
$10.2!million!per!incident.!Although!these!and!other!direct!costs!of!misconduct!
(damages,!settlements!and!fines)!get!the!most!attention,!they!only!represent!a!part!of!
the!fullyfloaded!costs!of!wrongdoing.!Beyond!these!direct!costs,!research!shows!large!
indirect!costs!resulting!from!misconduct,!including!employee!turnover,!lost!productivity,!
external!legal!and!consultant!fees,!decreased!share!price!and!reputational!harm.!For!
example,!employee!engagement!drops!by!11!percent!and!intent!to!stay!decreases!by!as!
much!as!23!percent!when!workplace!misconduct!is!observed.16!

In!this!environment,!organizations!need!guidance!on!how!best!to!navigate!these!challenges,!as!
cost!effectively!as!possible.!Indeed,!organizations!with!highfquality!programs!(HQPs)!not!only!
reduce!misconduct!and!lower!their!costs!but!also!are!at!a!competitive!advantage.!
*
Purpose*of*this*Report!
The!purpose!of!this!report,!therefore,!is!to!articulate!the!principles!and!key!practices!that!are!
common!to!highfquality!ethics!and!compliance!programs!in!order!to!offer!actionable!ideas!that!
other!organizations!can!adopt.!What!follows!is!a!description!of!five!critical!principles!that!
characterize!these!program!efforts.!After!our!general!description,!we!offer!supporting!
objectives!and!leading!practices!for!each!principle!that!further!detail!the!path!to!a!highfquality!
ethics!and!compliance!program,!including!case!examples!and!common!pitfalls.!!
!
We!acknowledge!that!any!highfquality!ethics!and!compliance!program!must!be!tailored!to!the!
organization!and!industry!in!which!it!exists!and!that!size,!complexity!and!degree!of!regulation!of!
the!industry!will!drive!the!design!and!function!of!any!program.!Further,!we!do!not!intend!to!
suggest!that!there!is!a!group!of!organizations!that!have!implemented!every!one!of!the!practices!
described!herein!or!that!any!organization!has!achieved!such!success!that!it!does!not!have!room!
for!improvement.!Rather,!this!document!is!meant!to!suggest!the!features!that!are!common!to!
organizations!that!have!raised!the!bar!for!their!ethics!and!compliance!programs.!It!is!our!desire!
to!highlight!the!perspective!and!the!practices!that!many!of!these!organizations!have!adopted.!
As!discussed!below,!we!strongly!believe!that!there!are!fundamental!characteristics!essential!to!
highfquality!programs!that!apply!in!any!setting,!large!or!small,!highly!regulated!or!not.!
!
!
In!essence,!the!report!that!follows!describes!highfquality!programs!as!set!apart!because!they:!

!
•! Make!every!effort!to!comply!with!all!relevant!legal!and!regulatory!expectations!and!

integrate!E&C!thinking!and!practice!into!everyday!operation!of!the!organization;!!
•! Are!not!satisfied!with!a!mere!“check!the!box”!effort;!!

                                                   
15!Gibson!Dunn,!LLP,!2014*Year3End*FCPA*Update,*at!www.gibsondunn.com.!Gibson!Dunn,!LLP!(2015).!2014*Year3*
end*FCPA*update.*Retrieved!from!http://www.gibsondunn.com/publications/pages/2014fYearfEndfFCPAf
Update.aspx.!
16!Corporate!Executive!Board,!Risk*Clarity*Quarterly:*Understanding*the*True*Costs*of*Misconduct,!(Arlington,!VA:!
Corporate!Executive!Board,!2013).!For!more!information,!see!www.executiveboard.com.!
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•! Assess!and!mitigate!risk!and!prioritize!the!creation!of!a!culture!where!concerns!can!be!
raised!and!where!retaliation!is!not!only!prohibited!but!prevented;!!

•! Hold!themselves!accountable!–!both!internally!and!externally!–!for!prompt,!responsible!
action!when!misconduct!occurs;!and!'

•! Implement!strategies!that!are!continually!documented,!objectively!measured,!evaluated!
and!improved.! '
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Principles'of'HighAQuality'E&C'Programs'(HQPs)'
!
Organizations!with!highfquality!ethics!and!compliance!programs!make!every!effort!to!comply!
with!all!the!legal!and!regulatory!expectations!that!are!relevant!to!their!organizations;!this!
priority!is!reflected!in!the!design!of!their!programs.!Additionally,!these!organizations!expect!
their!programs!to!achieve!an!even!higher!purpose!–!establishing!and!perpetuating!a!high!
standard!of!integrity!that!becomes!part!of!the!DNA!of!the!organization.!The!following!principles!
are!common!to!these!organizations!and!this!higher!purpose.!
!!

Principle'1:'Ethics'and'compliance'is'central'to'business'strategy.'

!
In!organizations!with!highfquality!E&C!programs,!the!program!is!not!an!“addfon”!feature!of!the!
organization;!rather,!it!is!designed!to!complement!and!support!the!organization’s!strategic!
objectives.!While!E&C!can!be!found!as!a!function!on!the!organizational!chart,!it!is!also!
considered!to!be!an!essential!element!within!every!other!operation.!As!a!result,!the!ethics!and!
compliance!function!assumes!responsibility!for!the!organization’s!compliance!with!law!and!
regulation,!but!it!does!so!by!serving!as!a!resource!and!advocate!to!help!leaders!across!the!
organization!understand!their!critical!role!in!setting!the!standard!for!integrity.!Leaders!across!
the!organization!are!expected!to!drive!ethics/compliance!forward!as!a!routine!but!essential!
part!of!daily!operations.!With!this!role!in!mind,!in!HQPs!the!E&C!program!reflects!a!willingness!
to!be!bold!in!promoting!integrity!as!central!to!the!organization’s!mission.!!
!
At!the!same!time,!the!E&C!program!is!expected!to!provide!an!independent!voice!in!the!
organization.!To!that!end,!staff!of!the!program!–!as!headed!by!a!chief!ethics!and!compliance!
officer!(or!the!equivalent)17!–!are!visible!participants!and!contributors!to!highflevel!discussions!
of!strategy;!crisis!management;!high!level!discussions!about!the!dayftofday!operations!of!the!
organization;!and!briefings!to!the!board18!(or!the!equivalent).!In!order!to!support!the!
integration!of!E&C!into!all!these!operations,!the!program!is!afforded!the!resources!(in!terms!of!
staff!and!funding)!to!do!its!work.!!
!
Along!the!same!lines,!just!as!leaders!across!the!organization!commit!to!innovation,!staff!in!
HQPs!also!dedicate!themselves!to!continuous!improvement!when!it!comes!to!E&C.!One!path!
used!to!ensure!consistent!innovation!is!using!a!“whole!process”!approach,!in!which!every!
significant!program!element!and!compliance!area!(policies,!training,!controls,!monitoring,!

                                                   
17!In!determining!how!to!structure!and!define!the!HQP!leader,!organizations!should!carefully!consider!the!details!of!
the!chief!ethics!and!compliance!officer!(CECO)!role!as!well!as!the!essential!roles!culture!and!risk!assessment!play!in!
building!the!E&C!program..!See!Ethics!Resource!Center!(2007).!Leading*corporate*integrity:*Defining*the*role*of*the*
chief*ethics*&*compliance*officer*(CECO).*Arlington,!VA:!Ethics!Resource!Center. 
18!Reference!to!the!“board!of!directors”!is!made!throughout!this!document.!We!acknowledge!that!some!
organizations!do!not!have!boards!of!directors!–!particularly!government!entities.!In!that!instance,!organizations!
should!consider!the!equivalent!to!be!the!person!or!persons!who!maintain!the!highest!level!of!oversight!or!
governance!for!the!organization.!
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auditing!and!remediation/modification)!is!“mapped”!in!order!to!see!the!gaps!to!be!filled!as!well!
as!the!synergies!between!E&C!and!other!areas.!This!“whole!process”!view!is!used!as!a!
monitoring!tool!or!dashboard!for!tracking!improvements!or!developments!in!the!E&C!program!
over!time.!When!new!organizational!priorities!arise!and!business!shifts!take!place,!the!E&C!
program!shifts!in!alignment!with!the!opportunities,!activities!and!issues!of!the!organization!
itself.!HQPs!drive!continuous!improvement!through!engagement!with!stakeholders,!including!
other!E&C!professionals!who!promote!understanding!of!emerging!issues!and!effective!methods!
for!creating!impact!with!employees.!HQPs!also!carefully!and!consistently!consider!employee!
feedback!about!leaders'!behaviors!and!the!ways!in!which!the!E&C!program!can!be!improved.!!
!
Through!its!actions,!the!board!of!directors!in!HQPs!also!demonstrates!that!at!the!highest!level,!
ethics!and!compliance!is!central!to!the!organization’s!strategy.!The!board!is!aware!of!the!
design,!operation!and!outcomes!of!the!E&C!program,!as!well!as!the!strategy!for!its!integration!
across!operations.!In!HQPs,!the!E&C!leader!regularly!provides!the!board!information!not!only!
about!any!material!frauds!or!other!serious!misconduct,!but!also!the!state!of!the!organizational!
culture!and!relevant!data!on!the!integration!of!E&C!across!the!business.!!
!
This!principle!is!demonstrated!through!the!following!supporting!objectives!and!leading!
practices.!
!
Supporting'Objective:''

The!E&C!program!is!designed!to!integrate!with!business!objectives.!
!
Leading'Practices:'

•! Strategic!goals!for!the!organization!include!goals!related!to!E&C.!
•! Senior!leaders!articulate!the!ways!E&C!relates!to!their!operational!areas.!
•! Oral!and!written!communications!by!leaders,!both!internally!and!externally,!highlight!

values,!E&C!practices!and!stakeholder!response!to!E&C!performance.!
•! Strategy!meetings!include!discussion!of!organizational!priorities!based!on!their!

alignment!with!core!values.!!
•! Proposals!for!new!business!strategies!are!measured,!in!part,!by!their!alignment!with!

the!organization’s!values.!
•! Regular!reporting!is!provided!to!executive!leadership!on!compliance!performance!

and!audit!results!with!regard!to!priority!compliance!areas!(e.g.,!workplace!safety,!
product!safety,!anticorruption,!financial!controls,!conflicts!of!interest,!etc.).!!
!

Supporting'Objective:''

E&C!is!given!the!resources!and!access!needed!to!ensure!both!proper!integration!with!
operations!and!an!independent!voice!to!leaders.!
!
Leading'Practices:'!

•! E&C!staffing!is!sufficient!and!intentionally!designed!to!have!reach!into!the!business!
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structure,!and!it!is!benchmarked!by!organization!size!and!industry.!
•! E&C!is!represented!in!strategic!teams!including!the!executive!or!management!

committee;!enterprise!risk!assessment!committee;!disclosure!committee;!etc.!
•! Resources!provided!to!the!program!are!sufficient!to!allow!E&C!staff!to!innovate!and!

tailor!content!to!specific!audiences!in!various!functions.!!
•! The!E&C!structure!ensures!independence!and!regular!access!to!the!board!and/or!the!

audit!committee.!
!
Supporting'Objective:'

E&C!personnel!are!consistent!participants!in!key!strategic!discussions.!
!
Leading'Practices:!

•! E&C!leaders!participate!in!highflevel!strategic!discussions!and!are!frequently!asked!to!
offer!input!to!ensure!decisionfmaking!aligns!with!values.!

•! E&C!issues,!data!and!priorities!are!discussed!along!with!other!business!results!in!staff!
meetings,!operational!reviews!and!similar!meetings.!
!

Supporting'Objective:''

The!organization!continuously!improves!the!impact!of!its!E&C!program!through!leadership,!
innovation!and!continuous!feedback!loops.!
!
Leading'Practices:!

•! Baseline!measures!are!in!place!to!assess!improvement!over!time!in!rates!of!
misconduct;!effectiveness!of!response!and!detection;!and!control!effectiveness.!!

•! E&C!metrics!on!progress!include!impact!on!misconduct,!reporting,!detection!and!
prevention!as!well!as!a!broad!range!of!leadership!behaviors!linked!to!a!strong!ethical!
culture!(e.g.,!survey!data,!leadership!integration!of!E&C!into!staff,!operational!
meetings,!E&C!training!and!awareness!efforts,!reporting!and!responsiveness,!etc.).!

•! Leaders!make!time!for!“town!hall”!givefandftake!sessions!during!which!E&C!issues!
are!addressed.!

•! Failures,!near!misses!and!all!investigations,!audits!and!reviews!are!mined!for!lessons!
learned!to!prevent!or!detect!future!issues.!All!include!clear!processes!for!followfup,!
including!proper!communication!of!findings!and!accountability!for!remediation.!

•! Senior!leaders!probe!for!new!insights!and!improvements!by!asking!hard!questions!of!
E&C!leaders,!risk!owners!and!others!accountable!for!E&C!performance.!The!
organization!continuously!asks!and!answers!the!questions:!Does!the!program!make!a!
difference?!How?!Why?!!

•! The!organization!seeks!feedback!from!employees!on!leaders’!behavior!as!well!as!E&C!
program!tools!and!resources.!

•! E&C!collaborates!with!internal!audit,!risk!management!and!other!partners!to!ensure!
that!the!program!takes!into!account!emerging!information!about!the!business!and!its!
E&C!priorities.!
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•! The!organization!periodically!submits!its!entire!E&C!program!to!an!independent!
review!from!neutral,!knowledgeable!experts,!internally!or!externally.!

Supporting'Objective:'

The!board!of!directors!is!knowledgeable!about!the!impact!of!the!E&C!program!and!its!
implementation!across!the!business.!
!
Leading'Practices:'

•! Board!leaders!and!members!seek!and!are!provided!comprehensive!information!about!
the!organization’s!E&C!program.!

•! The!board!maintains!a!relationship!with!E&C!through!regular!contact!with!the!E&C!
leader!and!his/her!team.!!

•! The!board!receives!regularly!scheduled!briefings!on!risk!assessment!processes,!E&C!
metrics!and!significant!matters!and!outcomes!in!the!E&C!area.!

•! The!organization!recruits!and!maintains!board!members!with!E&C!expertise.!
•! The!board!receives!periodic!E&C!training!tailored!to!their!responsibilities!as!board!

members!and!any!special!issues!of!relevance.!
!

Supporting'Objective:'

The!organization!shares!its!learning!externally!in!order!to!positively!influence!other!
organizations!toward!responsible!practices!and!a!commitment!to!integrity.!
!
Leading'Practices:'

•! E&C!staff!participate!in!forums!that!create!dialogue!with!stakeholders!and!
enforcement!officials!and!seek!pathways!to!contribute!to!the!broader!understanding!
of!the!value!of!their!efforts.!

•! E&C!staff!are!active!in!industry!organizations!f!engaging!with!peers!to!exchange!ideas,!
identify!emerging!issues!and!share!best!practices.!

'

!

'

Principle'2:'Ethics'and'compliance'risks'are'owned,'managed'and'mitigated.!
'

Risk!assessments!are!the!foundation!upon!which!HQPs!are!built.!Every!organization!has!a!
unique!risk!profile!based!on!industry,!history,!maturity,!marketplace!and!more.!In!HQPs,!the!
E&C!program!is!recognized!as!a!key!component!of!the!enterprise!risk!management!effort,!
providing!management!and!the!board!with!critical!information!that!can!help!to!avoid!severe!
business!disruption!and!loss.!E&C!–!in!collaboration!with!many!other!functions!and!operations!–!
is!wellfintegrated!into!the!organization’s!risk!assessment!practices!and!procedures.!This!
integration!ensures!that!risk!owners!are!clearly!identified,!resources!are!targeted!to!the!most!
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significant!risks!and!controls!and!prevention!activities!align!with!changes!in!the!risk!profile!of!
the!organization.!!
!
An!important!characteristic!of!HQPs!is!that!responsibility!for!risk!is!shared*across!the!
organization,!as!leaders!assume!ownership!for!the!ongoing!identification!and!mitigation!of!risks!
that!are!relevant!to!their!areas.!To!support!the!effort,!the!E&C!program!is!attuned!to!the!most!
serious!risks!as!they!change!over!time.!Risk!assessment!is!an!ongoing!process!which!serves!as!a!
critical!early!warning!system!for!current!and!emerging!issues.!Moreover,!both!the!ethics!and!
compliance!program!and!current!state!of!the!organization!from!an!E&C!perspective!are!
evaluated!as!risk!areas.!Accordingly,!compliance!performance,!strength!or!weakness!of!
organizational!culture,!employee!willingness!or!fear!to!report!and!other!key!E&C!areas!are!
evaluated!as!potential!risks!to!the!organization.!
!
Once!risks!are!properly!identified!and!ranked,!organizations!with!HQPs!provide!targeted!
outreach!to!enable!employees!to!prevent!risks!from!materializing!and!to!respond!to!them!
should!they!occur.!E&C!ensures!that!employees!have!easy!access!to!the!information!they!need!
to!do!their!jobs!and!mitigate!risks.!Policies,!standards!and!guidance!relevant!to!an!employee’s!
job!category!are!easily!accessible!and!systems!for!raising!concerns!are!well!understood!and!
trusted.!The!E&C!program!serves!as!a!supporter,!facilitator!and!guardian!for!the!organization,!
ensuring!that!earlyfwarning!opportunities!from!employees!at!all!levels!are!not!missed.!!
!
Failures,!breaches!and!nearfmisses!are!also!considered!to!be!part!of!the!organization’s!early!
warning!system.!HQPs!ensure!that!these!events!are!handled!responsibly!and!continuously!
monitored!for!data!and!insights!which!could!prevent!a!recurrence!and!that!followfup!action!is!
taken!when!necessary.!!
!
Notably,!HQPs!do!not!limit!assessment!and!mitigation!of!risk!to!the!confines!of!their!internal!
operations.!For!instance,!in!the!area!of!diligence!processes!for!vetting!and!integrating!third!
parties,!E&C!plays!an!essential!role.!HQPs!ensure!that!beginning!on!day!one,!third!party!agents,!
vendors!and!acquisitions!are!held!accountable!to!the!organization’s!standards!with!respect!to!
responsible!ethical!conduct!and!compliance.!Diligence!processes!are!rigorous!in!content,!wellf
documented,!tested!and!monitored!for!effectiveness!just!like!any!other!critical!business!
process.!Additionally,!HQPs!include!explicit!processes!for!the!integration!period!following!
acquisition,!including!testing!and!monitoring!to!confirm!timely!integration!of!new!entities.!
HQPs!ensure!processes!are!updated!to!stay!current!with!the!laws!of!various!jurisdictions!and!
the!likely!risks!and!“red!flags”!that!emerge!from!various!countries.!
!
Finally,!in!a!rapidly!changing!world,!HQPs!lead!the!way!in!engaging!with!professional!
organizations!inside!and!outside!the!organization’s!industry!to!bring!back!to!the!organization!
new!insights!about!emerging!risks!and!the!strategies!that!can!aid!in!their!prevention.!!
'

This!principle!is!demonstrated!through!the!following!supporting!objectives!and!leading!
practices.!
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!
Supporting'Objective:''

The!E&C!program!is!calibrated!to!key!risk!areas!identified!through!a!robust,!continuous!
risk!assessment!process.!
!
Leading'Practices:''

•! The!organization’s!risk!assessment!process!includes!identifying!and!tasking!risk!
owners!for!every!key!risk!area,!including!their!responsibility!for!reporting!and!
coordinating!mitigation!progress!(policy,!training,!operating!processes!and!
controls,!mitigation!and!resolution!of!issues).!!

•! E&C!develops!and!regularly!updates!a!process!map!which!includes!the!
identification!of!key!risk!areas!and!risk!owners.!

•! The!organization’s!risk!assessment!process:!
o! Includes!broad!and!deep!participation!f!not!just!senior!leaders.!
o! Includes!processes!and!deliverables!that!are!integrated!into!the!business!

calendar!throughout!the!year!f!not!just!a!oneftime!event.!
•! The!E&C!program!is!nimble!and!adjusts!regularly!to!identified!and!prioritized!risks.!

!
Supporting'Objective:'

Leaders!across!the!organization!are!assigned!responsibility!for!the!ongoing!identification!
and!mitigation!of!risks!that!are!endemic!to!their!operations.!
!
Leading'Practices:'

•! Leaders!ensure!that!their!teams!understand!the!risk!assessment!processes!of!the!
organization!and!the!key!risks!that!are!relevant!to!their!unit!and!the!organization.'

•! Each!key!risk!area!is!assigned!to!risk!owners!for!coordination!and!mitigation.!
•! Risk!owners,!whatever!their!other!roles,!are!held!accountable!for!and!recognized!

for!their!performance!as!risk!owners!and!their!collaboration!with!E&C!and!other!
relevant!functions!in!executing!this!role.!'

•! Future!strategies!and!emerging!issues!are!identified!early!in!their!development!
through!the!risk!assessment!process.!'
'

Supporting'Objective:''

Selffassessment,!early!issue!spotting!and!prompt!remediation!of!compliance!gaps!are!
recognized!and!rewarded.!
'

Leading'Practices:'

•! The!organization!tracks!performance!outcomes!and!metrics!on!risk!identification!
and!mitigation!and!holds!individuals!accountable!for!performance!in!these!areas.!!

•! Assessment!and!monitoring!features!are!required!for!initiatives!so!that!risks!will!
be!identified!during!execution.!
!
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•! The!organization!maintains!crossffunctional!teams!in!its!risk!assessment!and!
quarterly!disclosure!review!processes!to!promote!insights!and!issuefspotting.!

'

Supporting'Objective:'

Ethics!and!compliance,!both!the!program!and!the!state!of!the!organization!from!an!E&C!
perspective,!are!regularly!monitored!as!risk!areas.!
!
Leading'Practices:'

•! Compliance!performance,!strength!or!weakness!of!organizational!culture,!
employee!willingness!or!fear!to!report!and!other!key!E&C!areas!are!evaluated!as!
potential!risks!to!the!organization.!

•! E&C!processes!for!the!prevention!and!detection!of!misconduct!are!reviewed!and!
assessed!for!effectiveness!and!efficiency,!just!as!with!any!other!business!process.!

•! E&C!metrics!across!the!organization!are!reviewed!to!detect!“high!risk”!areas!that!
may!require!intervention!or!further!monitoring.!

•! Investigative!and!audit!results!are!reflected!in!risk!assessment!reviews,!ratings!
and!mitigation!plans.!

!
Supporting'Objective:''

Guidance!and!support!for!handling!key!risks!are!provided!to!employees!according!to!their!
role.!
'

Leading'Practices:''

•! Policies!and!the!code!of!conduct!are!maintained,!updated!to!reflect!prominent!
risk!areas!and!made!readily!available!to!employees!at!every!level!and!location!f!
without!exception.!

•! Continuous!learning!on!E&C!topics!is!required!of!employees!based!on!their!role!
and!risk!exposure;!such!training!is!continuously!evaluated!for!effectiveness!and!
relevance.!!

•! The!organization!actively!works!to!make!training!and!guidance!relevant!to!the!
user!in!a!timely!and!current!fashion.!

!
Supporting'Objective:''

The!organization!maintains!rigorous!third!party!due!diligence!processes!that!screen!for!
integrity.!
!
Leading'Practices:'

•! E&C!is!significantly!involved!in!diligence!processes!for!mergers!and!acquisitions.!!
•! The!due!diligence!process!for!mergers!and!acquisitions!is!designed!to!ensure!

reasonable!consideration!of!E&C!risks!prior!to!deal!closure.!
•! Effective!and!timely!implementation!of!E&C!standards!is!expected!of!the!acquired!

or!contracted!entity.!
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•! E&C!contributes!to!and!monitors!third!party!diligence!processes!and!standards!for!
agents,!vendors!and!others!in!collaboration!with!functional!partners.!!

!
'

Principle'3:'Leaders'across'the'organization'build'and'sustain'a'culture'of'integrity.!
'

While!the!identification!and!abatement!of!risk!provides!a!foundation!for!compliance,!
organizations!with!HQPs!also!know!that!the!minimization!of!risk!does!not,!by!itself,!result!in!
greater!integrity.!Culture!is!understood!to!be!the!largest!influencer!of!business!conduct!so!
developing!and!sustaining!a!strong!ethical!culture!is!essential!for!protecting!and!sustaining!the!
organization.!Leaders!are!recognized!as!primary!drivers!of!that!culture.!Therefore,!in!HQPs,!
leaders!throughout!the!organization!are!expected!–!and!held!to!–!a!shared!responsibility!for!
making!ethical!conduct!and!ethical!decisionfmaking!a!central!part!of!the!organization’s!DNA.!
This!means!leaders!ensure!that!ethics!and!compliance!is!enforced!in!good!faith,!consistently!
and!scrupulously!f!not!crushed!by!weight!of!competitive!pressures.19!!
!
Organizational!culture!is!best!understood!as!“the!way!we!do!things!around!here.”20!Culture!
includes!the!values!and!behaviors!that!define!any!organization’s!activity!in!the!marketplace.!As!
a!whole,!culture!is!built!over!time,!the!sum!of!behaviors!that!are!initiated!and!reinforced!on!a!
daily!basis.!In!HQPs,!the!ethics!and!compliance!function!provides!support!to!senior!leaders!so!
that!they!can,!in!turn,!help!build!a!culture!of!integrity!by!personally!demonstrating!an!
organizationfwide!commitment!to!ethics!and!compliance.!From!the!highest!tiers!to!the!business!
unit!level!and!throughout,!in!HQPs,!senior!leaders!are!accountable!for!ethics!and!compliance!
culture!metrics!as!an!element!of!business!unit!performance.!Further,!these!leaders!are!
personally!evaluated!for!their!efforts!in!this!area!as!a!part!of!their!annual!performance!reviews.!!
!

                                                   
19!“[DOJ!and!SEC]!do!not!hold!companies!to!a!standard!of!perfection…Rather,!they!employ!a!commonfsense!and!
pragmatic!approach…related!to!three!basic!questions:!Is!the!company’s!compliance!program!well!designed?!Is!it!
being!applied!in!good!faith?!Does!it!work?...A!wellfdesigned!compliance!program!that!is!not!enforced!in!good!faith,!
such!as!when!corporate!management!explicitly!or!implicitly!encourages!employees!to!engage!in!misconduct!to!
achieve!business!objectives,!will!be!ineffective.”!Excerpt!from!pp.!56f57!of:!Criminal!Division!of!the!U.S.!
Department!of!Justice!and!Enforcement!Division!of!the!U.S.!Securities!and!Exchange!Commission!(2012).!A*
resource*guide*to*the*U.S.*Foreign*Corrupt*Practices*Act.!Washington,!D.C.:!U.S.!Government!Printing!Office.!56f57.!
Retrieved!from!https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/515229fafresourcefguideftofthefufsfforeignf
corrupt.html!
20!Deal,!T.E.,!&!Kennedy,!A.A.!(1992,!200).!Corporate*cultures:*The*rites*and*rituals*of*corporate*life.!
Harmondsworth:!Penguin,!Perseus.!Edgar!Schein,!the!noted!organizational!development!thinker,!elaborates!that!
culture!is!“the!pattern!of!basic!assumptions!that!a!group!has!invented,!discovered!or!developed,!to!cope!with!its!
problems!of!external!adaptation!or!internal!integration!that!have!worked!well!and!are!taught!to!new!members!as!
the!way!to!perceive,!think,!feel!and!behave.”!Schein,!E.H.!(1992).!Organizational*culture*and*leadership:*A*dynamic*
view.!San!Francisco:!JoseyfBass.!!
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In!addition!to!senior!leaders!who!set!the!"tone"!by!prioritizing!an!ethical!culture,!managers!
throughout!an!organization!also!have!a!substantial!impact!on!culture.21!Employees!are!keenly!
attuned!to!the!actions!of!their!direct!supervisors!and!the!extent!to!which!they!walk!their!talk.!22!
Employees!who!perceive!that!their!leaders!act!with!integrity!are!more!likely!to!speak!up!and!act!
with!integrity!as!well.23!Therefore,!HQPs!equip!managers!with!a!set!of!organizational!core!
values!and!provide!support!to!help!them!connect!the!values!to!priorities!and!decisions!in!daily!
operations.!Further,!managers!are!held!accountable!for!their!efforts!to!inspire!such!
commitment!and!good!conduct!among!their!direct!reports.!
!
Finally,!HQPs!seek!to!provide!guidance!to!nonfmanagement!employees,!in!order!to!help!them!
deal!with!the!myriad!of!ethics!and!compliance!situations!they!may!encounter!in!their!varied!
roles.!Many!E&C!challenges!are!the!result!of!pressure!or!perceived!compulsion!to!undertake!a!
questionable!action!or!a!belief!by!employees!that!the!company’s!objectives!permit!or!require!
them!to!do!so.!While!rules!and!guidelines!are!necessary!and!may!prevent!some!failures,!HQPs!
recognize!that!through!the!culturefbuilding!effort,!they!can!most!effectively!strengthen!the!
ability!of!every!employee!to!uphold!organizational!values!despite!pressure,!duress,!or!
apparently!conflicting!business!objectives.!In!HQPs,!training!and!awareness!programs!are!
implemented!and!tailored!to!employees!by!role!and!function,!emphasizing!the!importance!of!
seeking!guidance!and!providing!peer!support!to!act!ethically!and!speak!up.!
!
This!principle!is!accomplished!through!the!following!supporting!objectives!and!leading!
practices.!
!
!

'

Supporting'Objective:''

Leaders!are!expected!and!incentivized!to!personally!act!with!integrity!and!are!held!
accountable!if!they!do!not.!
'

Leading'Practices:!
•! Leaders!at!all!levels!model!integrity!by:!

                                                   
21!Ethics!Resource!Center!(2012).!National*business*ethics*survey®*2011:*Workplace*ethics*in*transition.!Arlington,!
VA:!Ethics!Resource!Center.!
22!See!pp.!35f36!of!Heineman,!B.W.,!Jr.!(2008).!High*performance*with*high*integrity.!Cambridge:!Harvard!Business!
Review!Press.!
23!Ethics!Resource!Center!(2012).!National*business*ethics*survey®*2011:*Workplace*ethics*in*transition.!Arlington,!
VA:!Ethics!Resource!Center.!Most!of!us!share!a!set!of!common!values!or!goals,!namely,!honesty,!fairness,!respect,!
compassion,!responsibility.!See!pp.!39f76!of!Kidder,!R.M.!(2005).!Moral*courage:*Taking*action*when*your*values*
are*put*to*the*test.!(New!York:!William!Morrow,!HarperCollins.!Cited!on!pp.!6f7!of!Gentile,!M.C.!(2010).!Ways*of*
thinking*about*values*in*the*workplace.!Babson!Park,!MA:!Babson!College.!Retrieved!from!
http://www.babson.edu/Academics/teachingfresearch/gvv/Documents/WaysfoffThinkingfAboutfOurfValues.pdf!
Appeals!to!these!values!and!their!importance!to!organizational!survival!and!thriving!are!more!likely!to!be!accepted!
than!rulefbased!mandates.!!
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o! Talking!about!the!importance!of!ethical!conduct!and!referencing!
organizational!values!as!a!framework!for!their!decisions;!

o! Exemplifying!the!conduct!they!expect!of!their!employees;!and!
o! Holding!subordinates!accountable!for!ethical!behavior.!

•! Leaders’!behaviors!(as!above)!are!a!significant!consideration!in!employment!and!
promotion!decisions.!

•! No!“waivers”!of!integrity!standards!are!given!to!more!senior!personnel.!
•! E&C!performance!affects!compensation,!advancement!and!retention.!
•! A!highflevel!committee!reviews!significant!matters!and!cases!involving!senior!

leaders!to!ensure!neutral!investigation!and!consistency!in!consequences.!
!

Supporting'Objective:'

Leaders!across!the!organization!own!and!are!accountable!for!building!a!strong!ethical!
culture.!
'

Leading'Practices:'

•! In!everyday!activities,!leaders!act!and!speak!in!alignment!with!the!organization’s!
values.!

•! Leaders!are!knowledgeable!about!and!assume!responsibility!for!their!role!as!
ethical!leaders!in!the!organization.!

•! Culture!metrics!are!an!element!of!business!unit!performance.!
•! Employee!feedback!is!sought!regarding!leaders’!efforts!to!build!and!sustain!a!

strong!ethical!culture.!
•! Annual!performance!reviews!for!leaders!include!evaluation!of!their!efforts!to!

build!and!maintain!the!culture.'
'

Supporting'Objective:''

Values!and!standards!are!communicated!effectively!through!many!channels.!
'

Leading'Practices:!
•! Enterprise!communications!tools!are!regularly!leveraged!for!E&C!messaging,!not!

merely!once!a!year.!
•! The!organization’s!values,!its!code!of!conduct,!important!policies!and!other!

procedures!are!explained!to!all!employees.!When!needed,!they!are!translated!
according!to!language,!culture!or!other!demographics!to!ensure!understanding.!

•! Senior!managers!directly!communicate!values!and!standards!to!employees!at!all!
company!business!gatherings.!

!
Supporting'Objective:'

All!employees!are!supported!and!expected!to!act!in!line!with!company!values!and!are!
held!accountable!if!they!do!not.!!
!
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Leading'Practices:'

•! Code/training/communications:!All!materials!begin!with!a!connection!to!
organizational!values,!then!explain!various!rules!within!that!context.!Training!also!
emphasizes!seeking!guidance,!being!conscious!of!acting!in!alignment!with!values,!
and!consequences!for!not!doing!so.!

•! Discipline/Incentives:!Expectations!are!set!and!performance!is!judged!on!
employees’!actions!in!alignment!with!organizational!values!f!not!merely!technical!
rule!compliance.!

'

'

Principle'4:'The'organization'protects,'values'and'encourages'the'reporting'of'

concerns'and'suspected'wrongdoing.!
'

Perhaps!the!greatest!E&C!risk!to!an!organization!is!an!environment!where!employees!are!
unwilling!or!unable!to!make!management!aware!of!their!knowledge!of!or!suspicions!that!
wrongdoing!is!taking!place.!Fear!or!reluctance!to!report!erodes!the!culture!of!an!organization,!
not!only!impeding!the!flow!of!information!that!leads!to!detecting!misconduct;!it!chills!
employees’!motivation!and!confidence!to!take!action!in!support!of!the!organization’s!
integrity.24!In!order!to!mitigate!this!condition,!in!HQPs,!leaders!create!an!environment!of!
openness!where!employees!are!prepared,!empowered!and!encouraged!to!raise!concerns.!
Leaders!are!also!equipped!to!respond!appropriately!if/when!employees!do!come!forward.!!
!
A!“speakfup”!culture!requires!both!a!conducive!atmosphere!and!leaders!who!possess!and!use!
effective!interpersonal!skills.!HQPs!focus!on!establishing!an!environment!where!issues!can!be!
raised!long!before!situations!are!elevated!to!the!level!of!misconduct.!HQPs!provide!resources!to!
managers!to!help!them!understand!how!their!behaviors!impact!the!perceptions!of!their!team!
members;!and!they!hold!managers!accountable!if!employee!feedback!indicates!that!they!are!
contributing!to!an!intimidating!atmosphere.!HQPs!also!build!skills!in!employees!at!all!levels!on!
how!to!act!in!alignment!with!the!organization!values,!even!in!times!of!stress.25'
!
HQPs!value!and!set!the!expectation!that!employees!will!raise!their!concerns.!Therefore,!they!
recognize!the!courage!of!employees!who!speak!up,!especially!those!who!report!or!successfully!
encourage!reporting.!At!meetings!and!through!the!range!of!communication!channels!and!other!
forums!available,!speaking!up!on!difficult!issues!is!recognized!and!encouraged!at!the!highest!
level.!!
!
                                                   
24!See!pp.!26f33!of!Ethics!Resource!Center!(2013).!National*business*ethics*survey*2013®.!Arlington,!VA:!Ethics!
Resource!Center.!!
Also!Ethics!Resource!Center!(2012).!Inside*the*mind*of*the*whistleblower.*Arlington,!VA:!Ethics!Resource!Center.!
25!See,!Gentile,!M.C.!(2010).!Giving*voice*to*values:*How*to*speak*your*mind*when*you*know*what’s*right.!New!
Haven:!Yale!University!Press.!Associated!curriculum!and!training!tools!are!available!at!
http://www.babson.edu/Academics/teachingfresearch/gvv/Pages/curriculum.aspx.!
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Leaders!in!HQPs!also!take!retaliation!against!employees!who!report!wrongdoing!very!
seriously.26!Leaders!are!helped!in!their!effort!to!live!up!to!this!standard!by!departments!that!
support!the!infrastructure;!including!vigilant!human!resources,!E&C,!and!legal!functions.!In!
addition!to!sending!consistent!and!meaningful!messaging!to!employees!about!the!
organization’s!stance!against!retaliation,!HQPs!institute!efforts!to!monitor!the!wellfbeing!and!
success!of!employees!who!come!forward!to!report!suspected!wrongdoing.!Organizations!with!
HQPs!take!careful!steps!to!investigate!potential!retaliatory!behaviors!against!those!individuals.!
HQPs!ensure!that!frank!discussions!of!the!consequences!of!retaliation!are!integrated!into!every!
investigative!interview!and!that!instances!of!retaliation!or!intimidation!during!the!investigative!
process!are!promptly!reviewed!and!appropriate!followfup!action!is!taken.!Whenever!retaliation!
is!substantiated,!it!is!considered!to!be!an!act!of!misconduct!unto!itself;!HQPs!therefore!require!
a!commitment!to!followfthrough!and!consequences!for!retaliators.!!
!
Finally,!HQPs!demonstrate!an!openness!to!hearing!difficult!news,!and!they!are!committed!to!
follow!through!by!sharing!the!outcomes!of!reports!of!substantiated!wrongdoing!that!are!
brought!forward!to!management.27!This!transparency!in!reporting!investigative!outcomes!
builds!trust!and!confirms!accountability!among!employees!and!third!parties!in!a!powerfully!
direct!manner.!HQPs!also!provide!a!forum!for!sharing!positive!developments!and!successes!in!
the!responsible,!consistent!handling!of!E&C!issues.28!!
!
This!principle!is!demonstrated!through!the!following!supporting!objectives!and!leading!
practices.!
!
Supporting'Objective:''

Leaders!create!an!environment!where!employees!are!prepared!and!empowered!to!raise!
concerns!and!resources!are!provided!to!support!employees!in!ethical!decisionfmaking.!
!
Leading'Practices:!

•! Questions!from!employees!are!solicited!and!listened!to;!raising!difficult!issues!is!
expected!and!recognized!as!excellent!performance.!

•! Employees!are!made!aware!of!available!resources!to!support!their!speaking!up.!
                                                   
26!Fear!of!retaliation!remains!a!consistent!barrier!to!reporting.!In!2013,!56!percent!of!those!who!chose!not!to!
report!misconduct!cited!fear!or!knowledge!of!retaliation!as!the!reason!for!their!silence.!See!pp.!27!of!Ethics!
Resource!Center!(2013).!National*business*ethics*survey*2013®.!Arlington,!VA:!Ethics!Resource!Center.!
27!In!smaller!organizations,!summary!reports!may!not!be!feasible!or!appropriate.!Even!in!these!organizations,!
however,!it!is!helpful!to!find!ways!to!communicate!about!substantiated!instances!of!misconduct.!
28!A!growing!trend!outside!the!ethics!and!compliance!field!is!the!creation!and!certification!of!“B”!or!Benefit!
Organizations,!which!includes!practices!and!principles!that!are!relevant!to!the!subject!of!transparency.!“B!Corps”!
voluntarily!meet!higher!standards!of!transparency,!accountability!and!performance!through!submitting!and!being!
scored!on!an!assessment.!In!the!“B!Corp”!certification!assessment!tool,!organizations!that!seek!to!earn!the!
Governance!B!standard!for!“benefit!to!community”!must!indicate!whether!they!publicly!disclose!breaches!of!their!
Code!of!Conduct!and!resulting!remedies.!The!assessment!also!asks!whether!the!firm!publishes!the!conflicts!of!
interest!disclosures!of!its!executives.!The!“B!Corp”!certification!tool!was!developed!by!B!Lab,!a!501(c)(3)!nonprofit.!
Additional!information!about!the!B!Corp!Handbook!and!certification!is!available!at!https://www.bcorporation.net.!!
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Awareness!training!addresses!making!ethical!decisions;!seeking!guidance;!and!the!
process!that!takes!place!when!a!report!is!made.!!

•! Employees!are!aware!of!the!organization’s!policy!on!“no!retaliation.”!
•! Leaders!are!skilled!at!responding!well!to!issues!raised!by!employees,!and!their!employee!

feedback!measures!and!case!resolutions!demonstrate!this.!Leaders!are!required!to!
complete!training!and!have!easy!access!to!guidance!on!responding!to!issues!raised!by!
employees!consistently!and!fairly!and!creating!a!speakfup!culture.!

•! Leaders’!performance!in!creating!a!speakfup!culture!is!measured!and!managed.!
•! Leaders!speak!regularly!with!employees!about!–!and!formally!recognize!the!value!of!–!

raising!issues.!!
•! Courage!in!raising!concerns!is!broadly!and!publicly!recognized!and!individually!rewarded!

in!employee!performance!reviews.!
 

Supporting'Objective:''

The!organization!respects!all!employees’!rights!to!report!to!government!authorities.!
!
Leading'Practices:'!

•! All!communication!materials!concerning!reporting!channels!are!vetted!to!ensure!that!
there!is!no!implication!that!reporters!cannot!(or!should!not)!also!report!to!government.!

•! The!organization’s!confidentiality!agreements!with!employees!and!partners!make!clear!
that!organizational!policy!does!not!hinder!or!discourage!reporters’!rights!to!report!to!
the!government.!

•! The!organization!seeks!to!dispel!whistleblower!stereotypes!and!expects!leaders!to!
responsibly!and!consistently!respond!to!reports!from!all!employees.!

•! If!an!employee!opts!to!make!a!report!to!government!authorities,!he/she!is!protected!
from!all!forms!of!retaliation.!

!
Supporting'Objective:''

The!organization!provides!a!broad!and!varied!number!of!reporting!avenues,!each!with!effective!
tracking!for!escalation!and!response!of!significant!matters.!
!
Leading'Practices:!

•! The!organization!provides!means!for!employees!to!anonymously,!where!permitted!by!
law,!and!safely!report!via!the!phone!and!the!internet,!at!minimum.!When!appropriate,!
these!channels!include!global!coverage,!including!accommodation!of!those!who!require!
translation!services.!

•! The!organization’s!policy!is!clear!about!its!standards!for!escalating!and!tracking!
significant!issues.!

'

Supporting'Objective:''

The!organization!treats!all!reporters!the!same!–!with!consistency!and!fairness!–!throughout!the!
entire!process.!!
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!
Leading'Practices:!

•! The!focus!is!on!investigating!allegations,!not!the!motives!of!the!reporter.!
•! Discipline!is!never!imposed!against!an!employee!for!taking!action!to!report!an!issue.!!
•! Disciplinary!processes!are!regularly!reviewed!to!ensure!the!following:!

o! Actions!taken!do!not!involve!any!retaliation!or!the!appearance!of!it!(e.g.,!taking!into!
account!the!past!reporting!history!of!the!employee!reporter).!

o! Mitigation!of!any!risk!that!disciplinary!actions!taken!might!discourage!future!
reporting.!

!
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Supporting'Objective:'

The!organization!has!proactive!retaliationfprevention!processes!including!awareness!training!
for!leaders;!monitoring!of!employee!reporters;!and!demonstrated!consequences!for!violations.!
!
Leading'Practices:'

•! All!leaders!are!trained!to!be!aware!of!the!organization’s!policy!on!retaliation!and!the!
behaviors!that!may!be!perceived!as!retaliation.!

•! Over!an!extended!period!of!time,!the!organization!periodically!touches!base!with!
reporters!to!ensure!that!they!have!not!experienced!retaliation.!

•! In!addition!to!the!feedback!from!individual!reporters,!the!organization!recognizes!that!
employees!may!not!feel!comfortable!reporting!retaliation;!therefore,!it!continues!to!
monitor!the!longfterm!success!of!employees!who!report!suspected!violations.!

•! Investigations!of!retaliatory!behaviors!receive!special!handling!and!priority!to!ensure!
responsiveness!and!neutrality.!

•! Substantiated!retaliation!cases!are!reviewed!by!senior!management!and!are!reported!to!
the!organization!and!the!board. 

Supporting'Objective:''

The!organization!communicates!directly!with!individual!reporters!and!more!broadly!with!all!
employees!when!cases!are!closed.!!
!
Leading'Practices:!

•! The!organization!makes!every!effort!to!personally!thank!reporters!for!their!courage!in!
coming!forward.!

•! Where!possible,!employee!reporters!are!directly!informed!of!the!outcome!of!
investigations!based!on!their!reports.!!

•! Outcomes!of!reported!misconduct!and!the!consequences!that!resulted!in!substantiated!
cases!are!regularly!shared!with!all!employees.!!

•! The!organization!prepares!an!annual!public!reporting!of!E&C!activities,!including!
reporting!trends!and!responses!to!issues.!

!
!
!

Principle'5:'The'organization'takes'action'and'holds'itself'accountable'when'

wrongdoing'occurs.!
!
Woven!throughout!these!principles!is!a!notion!of!accountability!that!is!central!to!the!success!of!
HQPs.!It!takes!shape!in!several!ways.!First,!even!though!staff!members!are!assigned!to!the!E&C!
program!function,!leaders!throughout!the!organization!are!ultimately!accountable!for!the!
identification/mitigation!of!risks!and!for!the!dayftofday!priority!given!to!E&C!as!part!of!a!culture!
building!effort.!In!the!same!way,!the!E&C!program!is!accountable!for!continuous!improvement!
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–!ensuring!that!the!resources!and!support!provided!to!leaders!and!employees!are!a!reflection!
of!the!emerging!priorities,!activities!and!risks!of!the!organization.!
!
Yet!despite!these!concerted!efforts,!misconduct!will!still!occur.!While!less!wrongdoing!is!likely!
to!occur!in!organizations!with!HQPs,!it!is!unreasonable!to!expect!that!it!can!be!eradicated!
altogether.!29!When!it!does!surface!–!or!is!alleged!to!have!taken!place!–!organizations!with!
HQPs!demonstrate!accountability!by!responding!quickly!and!acting!responsibly.!!
!
Investigations!of!reports!of!alleged!wrongdoing!in!HQPs!are!timely,!neutral,!thorough,!
competent!and!consistent.!Nevertheless,!because!there!are!consequences!for!wrongdoers,!
appropriate!time!is!given!to!ensure!accurate!and!fair!results.!In!these!organizations,!
investigations!of!significant!matters!may!not!be!closed!until!proper!referrals!are!made!for!issues!
that!need!further!review!or!fact!finding.!When!a!violation!is!confirmed,!the!organization!
responds!with!appropriate!consequences,!regardless!of!the!level!of!the!violator.!No!exceptions!
are!made!because!of!an!implicated!person’s!senior!level!or!some!other!special!status!in!the!
organization.30!!
!
The!organization!also!holds!itself!accountable!when!wrongdoing!occurs.!It!maximizes!learning!
from!every!substantiated!case!and!it!acknowledges!issues!and!corresponding!mitigation!to!
employees!in!order!to!reinforce!the!message!that!integrity!matters.!When!appropriate,!
organizations!with!HQPs!disclose!issues!early,!transparently!and!thoroughly!to!appropriate!
regulatory!and!government!authorities!and!work!cooperatively!to!respond!to!their!concerns.31!!
!
Finally,!HQPs!are!mindful!that!in!an!increasingly!digital!age,!issues!can!quickly!surface!and!
escalate!into!very!public!matters.!Reputations!can!be!threatened!in!an!instant.!Therefore,!HQPs!
include!wellfdeveloped!systems!for!escalation!of!issues,!with!regular!testing!for!crisis!
management!and!response.!When!these!incidents!occur,!the!organization!maintains!its!
commitment!to!making!decisions!based!on!its!values.!!
!
This!principle!is!demonstrated!through!the!following!supporting!objectives!and!leading!
practices.!

'

                                                   
29!In!2013,!one!in!five!workers!(20!percent)!reported!seeing!misconduct!in!companies!where!cultures!are!“strong”!
compared!to!88!percent!who!witnessed!wrongdoing!in!companies!with!the!weakest!cultures.!See!p.!18!of!Ethics!
Resource!Center!(2014).!National*business*ethics*survey*2013®.!Arlington,!VA:!Ethics!Resource!Center.!!
30!See!p.!11!of!Ethics!Resource!Center!(2015).!Ethical*leadership:*Every*leader*sets*a*tone.!Arlington,!VA:!Ethics!
Resource!Center.!When!supervisors/management!are!held!accountable!for!violating!a!company’s!ethics!standards,!
employees!are!less!likely!to!feel!pressure!to!compromise!standards!and!less!likely!to!observe!misconduct.!!
31!The!Department!of!Justice!(DOJ)!is!reportedly!considering!a!policy!that!would!increase!incentives!for!companies!
to!voluntarily!disclose!and!fully!cooperate!with!the!government!regarding!violations!of!the!Foreign!Corrupt!
Practices!Act!(FCPA).!The!policy!remains!under!review,!but!it!appears!likely!that!DOJ!will!continue!to!ensure!that!
there!is!a!“meaningful!gap”!between!treatment!of!those!companies!who!voluntarily!disclose!and!cooperate!and!
those!that!do!not.!“Justice!Department!could!give!firms!a!pass!on!foreign!bribery!if!they!confess,”!(Nov.!11,!2015,!
Washington!Post).!!
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Supporting'Objective:'

The!organization!regularly!communicates!that!individuals!who!violate!organizational!
standards!or!the!law!will!be!disciplined.!
!
Leading'Practices:'

•! The!code!of!conduct!makes!clear!that!there!are!consequences!for!violations.!
•! Each!incident!of!substantiated!misconduct!is!evaluated!to!determine!how!it!should!be!

communicated,!internally!and!externally,!based!on!the!seriousness!of!the!issue,!the!
level!of!the!subject!and!the!need!for!and!appropriateness!of!public!disclosure.!

•! The!E&C!program!regularly!communicates!with!key!stakeholders!about!its!internal!
monitoring!efforts,!including!enforcement!officials!(where!applicable),!investors,!
donors!and/or!consumers.!

!
Supporting'Objective:'

The!organization!maintains!investigative!excellence.32!
!
Leading'Practices:'

•! Thorough,!timely,!neutral,!competent!and!consistent!investigations!are!conducted!
and!the!organization!maximizes!learning!from!every!substantiated!matter.!

•! E&C!or!other!appropriate!personnel!ensure!neutrality!in!investigations!through!
careful!oversight!and!selection!of!who!investigates!any!matter.!

•! The!organization!is!transparent!about!how!investigations!are!conducted,!including!
roles!and!procedures,!timing,!quality!standards,!conflictfoffinterest!protections,!
training!of!investigative!personnel,!confidentiality!and!antifretaliation!protections.!!

•! Leaders!are!briefed!on!investigatory!requirements!and!support!investigative!
neutrality!and!confidentiality!in!their!interactions.! !

•! Respectful!and!proper!personal!debriefing!and!closure!of!the!issue!with!the!reporting!
party,!if!known,!is!required!in!every!case.!

•! Investigations!focus!on!the!facts!and!the!underlying!concern!rather!than!on!defending!
against!the!allegation.!In!reviewing!the!investigative!report,!E&C!considers!whether!
the!incident!could!have!been!avoided,!and!followfup!action!is!recommended!and!
acted!upon.!!

•! Each!investigation!includes!a!discussion!of!potential!root!causes,!and!E&C!or!other!
personnel,!as!appropriate,!ensure!that!followfup!action!is!considered!and!executed.!!
!

Supporting'Objective:'

Disciplinary!action!is!consistently!taken!when!violations!are!substantiated.!
Leading'Practices:'

•! E&C!ensures!that!proper!consequences!result!from!violations,!including!convening!

                                                   
32!This!supporting!objective!presumes!continuing!and!proper!consultation!with!counsel!to!balance!privilege!and!
privacy!considerations!with!transparency.!
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disciplinary!review!committees!for!significant!violations.!
•! Metrics!are!kept!on!disciplinary!consequences!of!violations!and!are!periodically!

reviewed!for!trends!and!potential!inconsistencies!by!topic,!location!and!level!of!
employee.!

!
Supporting'Objective:'

Systems!for!escalation!and!response!are!wellfdeveloped!and!regularly!tested.!
!
Leading'Practices:'

•! Clear!policy!is!in!place!regarding!the!escalation!and!response!of!significant!matters.!
•! Escalation!and!crisis!management!systems!are!regularly!tested!via!exercises!or!audits.'

'

Supporting'Objective:'

Appropriate!disclosures!are!made!to!regulatory!or!other!government!authorities.!
'

Leading'Practices;'

•! Leaders!support!responsible,!timely!disclosure!to!regulators.!
•! Leaders!ensure!robust!discussion!of!the!most!appropriate!avenue!for!disclosure!and!

promote!appropriate!transparency!regarding!failures!or!violations.!
•! Escalation!procedures!ensure!that!potentially!disclosable!matters!are!efficiently!and!

promptly!escalated!for!review!and!there!are!consequences!for!failure!to!escalate.!
•! Appropriate!processes!are!in!place!to!ensure!relevant!senior!personnel!and!E&C!

consultation!on!questions!about!proper!disclosure.!!
•! Employees!are!trained!on!proper!procedures!in!cooperating!with!government!

inquiries!and!consequences!for!noncompliance.!
•! When!appropriate,!cases!are!publicized!after!closure!and!followfup!action!to!deter!

future!misconduct.!
'

Conclusion'
'

At!even!the!most!basic!level,!the!implementation!of!an!E&C!program!is!not!easy.!It!requires!
significant!time,!resources!and!attention!by!management!to!a!function!that!does!not!–!at!face!
value!–!appear!to!directly!impact!the!bottom!line.!Nevertheless,!it!is!the!finding!of!the!ECI!Blue!
Ribbon!Panel!that!when!leaders!in!an!organization!recognize!and!adopt!a!broader!and!deeper!
view!of!their!E&C!effort!and!invest!accordingly,!they!see!effective!and!transformational!results.!!
!
Organizations!with!highfquality!E&C!programs!align!with!five!key!principles!which!inform!the!
design!and!dayftofday!execution!of!not!only!the!program,!but!the!organization!itself.!
!
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•! Ethics!and!compliance!is!central!to!business!strategy.!Leaders!and!E&C!personnel!
partner!to!ensure!that!ethics!and!compliance!is!an!integrated!and!essential!element!in!
the!successful!operation!of!the!organization!and!in!its!message!and!actions!externally.!

!
•! Ethics!and!compliance!risks!are!owned,!managed!and!mitigated.!Risk!assessment!is!a!

foundational!activity!that!involves!and!leverages!every!employee!in!early!understanding!
and!mitigation!of!risk!and!E&C!programs!have!an!important!role!to!play!in!those!efforts.!

!
•! Leaders!across!the!organization!build!and!sustain!a!culture!of!integrity,!a!daily!habit!and!

expectation!of!openness.!Leaders!walk!the!talk!of!integrity!as!a!value!and!the!
organization!consciously!builds!the!capacity!and!confidence!of!every!employee!to!speak!
up!when!something!does!not!seem!right.!

!
•! The!organization!protects,!values!and!encourages!reporting!of!concerns!and!suspected!

wrongdoing.!The!organization’s!processes!and!actions!are!designed!to!demonstrate!to!
employees!that!reporting!is!valued!and!to!ensure!retaliation!for!reporting!is!detected,!
punished!and!prevented!going!forward,!so!its!chilling!effects!are!mitigated.!

!
•! The!organization!takes!action!and!holds!itself!accountable!when!wrongdoing!occurs.!The!

organization!handles!wrongdoing!in!alignment!with!its!values!by!responsible,!timely!and!
thorough!action!that!transparently!deals!with!those!responsible!and!focuses!on!
prevention!going!forward.!

!
As!organizations!work!to!align!themselves!with!these!principles,!the!outcomes!are!not!limited!
to!ensuring!that!wrongdoing!is!reduced,!prevented!and!handled!responsibly.!In!focusing!on!
ethics!and!compliance,!the!organization!and!its!partners!are!energized!and!transformed!by!the!
resulting!trust,!collaboration!and!pride!that!comes!daily!–!even!when!no!one!is!watching!–!
because!enterprisefwide!stakeholders!are!doing!the!right!thing.!
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Appendix(
(
The(following(table(presents(examples(in(action(by(HQPs(and(common(pitfalls(to(avoid(for(each(principle(and(supporting(objective(of(a(

highOquality(ethics(&(compliance(program.(Case(examples(describe(the(exemplary(practices(that(have(been(adopted(by(individual(

organizations,(but(this(is(not(meant(to(imply(that(only(one(organization(engages(in(such(activity.(While(industry,(sector(and(size(of(

organization(is(detailed(to(show(the(scalability(of(the(principles(and(objectives,(the(formal(names(of(organizations(have(been(omitted.(

 

Principle(1:(Ethics(is(central(to(business(strategy.(
Supporting(Objective:((
The(E&C(program(is(designed(to(integrate(with(

business(objectives.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! Strategic(goals(for(the(organization(include(

goals(related(to(E&C.(

•! Senior(leaders(articulate(the(ways(E&C(

relates(to(their(operational(areas.(

•! Oral(and(written(communications(by(

leaders,(both(internally(and(externally,(

highlight(values,(E&C(practices(and(

customer(response(to(E&C(performance.(

•! Strategy(meetings(include(discussion(of(

organizational(priorities(based(on(their(

alignment(with(core(values.((

•! Proposals(for(new(strategies(are(measured,(

in(part,(by(their(alignment(with(the(

organization’s(values.(

•! Regular(reporting(is(provided(to(executive(

leadership(on(compliance(performance(and(

audit(results(with(regard(to(priority(

compliance(areas((e.g.,(workplace(safety,(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
At(one(privateOsector(organization(in(the(healthcare(

industry,(each(business(unit(leader(is(assigned(to(

and(accountable(for(an(array(of(ethics(and(

compliance(measures(related(to(reporting,(

investigation,(reducing(misconduct(and(ensuring(

compliance.(The(organization(ensures(each(business(

unit(leader(in(its(system(has(a(set(of(metrics(and(a(

scorecard((identifying(and(grading(the(priority(

items)(for(E&C(matters.(The(leader(as(well(as(the(

responsible(regional(compliance(director(are(

accountable(for(those(measures,(and(they(work(

together(to(monitor(progress(and(address(risks(

throughout(the(year.(

(
In(a(large(global(conglomerate,(a(regular(forum(is(

held(at(the(highest(level(to(discuss(business(

strategies,(current(and(future,(and(their(alignment(

with(core(values.(E&C(leaders(are(included(and(

address(how(new(initiatives(may(support(or(

undermine(the(company’s(values(and(what(actions(

could(be(taken(to(mitigate(risk.(The(committee’s(

charter(acknowledges(that(withdrawal(is(an(option(

if(values(cannot(be(supported.((

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Only(the(CECO(is(familiar(with(important(

E&C(metrics(by(unit(and(enterprise(such(as(

reporting(rates,(misconduct(by(compliance(

area,(retaliation,(significant(investigative(

outcomes(and(remediation.(

(

E&C(is(too(decentralized,(assigning(

responsibility(for(program(staffing(and(

design(to(business(units.(Each(program(

operates(independently,(lacking(central(

oversight(and(a(singular(voice(at(highOlevel(

meetings.(

(

Strategic(goals(and(plans(do(not(reference(

E&C,(indicating(that(E&C(performance(is(

either(not(a(priority(or(will(happen(without(

focus(and(effort.((

(

The(code(of(conduct(in(an(organization(is(

limited(to(rules.(Business(decisions(are(

made(based((in(part)(on(observance(of(the(

law/regulation(but(do(not(account(for(E&C(

issues(and(values.(
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product(safety,(anticorruption,(financial(

controls,(conflicts(of(interest,(etc.).((

(

(

At(a(small(organization(in(the(extractive(industry,(

safety(is(stated(as(one(of(the(essential(core(values.(It(

is(stated(in(the(mission,(vision(and(values(of(the(

organization.(In(every(staff(meeting,(leaders(refer(to(

the(core(values(and(reinforce(that(if(they(are(not(

observed,(accidents(occur.(Decisions(about(new(

projects(are(considered(on(the(basis(of(core(values.((

(
Supporting(Objective:((
E&C(is(given(the(resources(and(access(needed(to(

ensure(both(proper(integration(with(operations(and(

an(independent(voice(to(leaders.(

(

Leading(Practices:((
•! E&C(staffing(is(sufficient(and(is(intentionally(

designed(to(have(reach(into(the(business(

structure,(and(it(is(benchmarked(by(

organization(size(and(industry.((

•! E&C(is(represented(in(strategic(teams(

including(the(executive(or(management(

committee;(enterprise(risk(assessment(

committee;(disclosure(committee;(etc.(

•! Resources(provided(to(the(program(are(

sufficient(to(allow(E&C(staff(to(innovate(and(

tailor(content(to(specific(audiences(in(

various(functions.((

•! The(E&C(structure(ensures(independence(

and(regular(access(to(the(board(and/or(the(

audit(committee.(

(

(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
In(one(organization(in(the(defense(industry,(the(

chief(ethics(&(compliance(officer(reports(directly(to(

the(board(and(the(senior(management(team.(A(

“steering(committee”(is(assembled(regularly,(

comprised(by(members(of(the(various(businesses(to(

provide(oversight(to(the(E&C(program(and(to(

discuss(emerging(issues.(The(E&C(program(is(

designed(to(embed(E&C(staff(in(every(business(unit(

and(geographic(region.(The(program(is(resourced(

sufficiently(to(permit(gathering(E&C(staff(regularly(

for(inOperson(training(and(idea(sharing(and(utilizing(

new(technologies(to(disseminate(the(code(of(

conduct(and(training(to(targeted(groups(of(

employees.((

(

One(accounting/auditing(firm(structures(its(E&C(

program(in(a(matrix(fashion,(parallel(with(the(

structure(of(its(business.(E&C(staff(form(“lines(of(

service”(teams,(which(organize(and(focus(on(the(

E&C(issues(associated(with(the(various(functions(of(

the(business.(E&C(staff(are(situated(in(global(regions(

throughout(the(company.(The(chief(ethics(&(

compliance(officer(reports(regularly(to(the(

management(team(of(the(company,(as(well(as(the(

audit(committee(of(the(board.(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
E&C(resources(are(borrowed(from(individual(

compliance(functions.((

(

Reporting(responsibilities(to(board(and(

executive(leadership(are(not(wellOdefined.(

(

The(chief(ethics(&(compliance(officer((or(the(

equivalent)(is(a(title(assigned(to(a(senior(

leader,(who(on(a(dayOtoOday(basis(has(little(

to(no(involvement(in(the(program.(

(

The(chief(ethics(&(compliance(officer((or(the(

equivalent)(reports(too(far(down(in(the(

organization(to(be(effective(among(senior(

leaders.(

(

E&C(tools(and(technology(lag(behind(other(

functions(giving(appearance(of(a(lack(of(

organizational(commitment,(especially(in(

contrast(to(other(functions(or(operations.(
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Supporting(Objective:(
E&C(personnel(are(consistent(participants(in(key(

strategic(discussions.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! E&C(leaders(participate(in(highOlevel(

strategic(discussions(and(are(frequently(

asked(to(offer(input(to(ensure(decisionO

making(aligned(with(values.(

•! E&C(issues,(data(and(priorities(are(

discussed(along(with(other(business(results(

in(staff(meetings,(operational(reviews(and(

similar(meetings.(

(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
At(a(multiOnational(construction(firm,(the(chief(

ethics(and(compliance(officer(is(considered(a(part(of(

the(management(team(and(is(present(at(meetings(

when(strategic(decisions(are(being(made.(E&C(is(a(

part(of(the(regular(meeting(agenda(of(the(

management(team.(The(same(individual(is(part(of(

the(crisis(management(team(of(the(organization(and(

is(expected(to(point(out(values(dimension(to(

decisions(being(made.((

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Ethics(and(compliance(issues(are(only(on(the(

agenda(after(a(failure.((

(

Ethics(and(compliance(matters(are(discussed(

in(side(meetings(or(briefings,(not(in(the(

presence(of(the(full(leadership(at(regular(

meetings.(

Supporting(Objective:((
The(organization(continuously(improves(the(impact(

of(its(E&C(program(through(leadership,(innovation(

and(continuous(feedback(loops.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! Baseline(measures(are(in(place(to(assess(

improvement(over(time(in(rates(of(

misconduct;(effectiveness(of(response(and(

detection;(and(control(effectiveness.((

•! E&C(metrics(on(progress(include(impact(on(

misconduct,(reporting,(detection(and(

prevention(as(well(as(a(broad(range(of(

leadership(behaviors(linked(to(a(strong(

ethical(culture((e.g.,(survey(data,(leadership(

integration(of(E&C(into(staff,(operational(

meetings,(E&C(training(and(awareness(

efforts,(reporting(and(responsiveness,(etc.).(

•! Leaders(make(time(for(“town(hall”(giveO

andOtake(sessions(during(which(E&C(issues(

Examples(from(HQPs:((
As(they(initiated(a(valuesObased(ethics(and(

compliance(program,(one(department(within(a(

federal(government(agency(fielded(a(survey(of(all(

employees(in(order(to(gauge(perceptions(and(

gather(baseline(data(about(the(issues(and(outcomes(

that(should(be(addressed(by(the(new(E&C(initiative.(

(

One(health(care(organization(conducts(periodic(

compliance(process(reviews(at(hospitals,(surgery(

centers(and(physician(practices(to(identify(

opportunities(for(improvement.(Visits(involve(

reviewing(documentation,(testing(and(coaching(

sessions(with(key(personnel(to(support(improved(

compliance(performance.(

(

In(the(defense(industry,(a(group(of(companies((of(

many(different(sizes)(have(periodically(fielded(

employee(surveys(that(contain(common(questions.(

A(third(party(collects(the(data(and(provides(findings(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Gaps(identified(in(reviews,(audits(and(

investigations(are(noted,(but(remedial(

action(is(not(implemented.(

(

The(E&C(program(objectives(and(activities(

are(not(responsive(to(realOtime(changes(in(

risk(and(results(of(E&C(monitoring(and(

investigations.(E&C(operates(in(a(silo(rather(

than(connecting(to(key(compliance(partners(

(e.g.,(internal(audit,(safety,(finance,(

operations).(

(

The(organization(does(not(ask(for(input(from(

employees(regarding(E&C(issues(or(the(

usefulness(of(the(program.(

(

Any(effort(to(evaluate(the(effectiveness(of(

the(program(includes(only(a(review(of(

program(elements(and(the(extent(to(which(
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are(addressed.(

•! Failures,(near(misses(and(all(investigations,(

audits(and(reviews(are(mined(for(lessons(

learned(in(an(effective(closedOloop(process(

to(prevent(or(detect(future(issues.(All(

include(clear(processes(for(followOup,(

including(proper(communication(of(findings(

and(accountability(for(remediation.(

•! Senior(leaders(probe(for(new(insights(and(

improvements(by(asking(hard(questions(of(

CECO,(risk(owners(and(others(accountable(

for(E&C(performance.(The(organization(

continuously(asks(and(answers(the(

questions:(Does(the(program(make(a(

difference?(How?(Why?((

•! The(organization(seeks(feedback(from(

employees(on(leaders’(behavior(as(well(as(

E&C(program(tools(and(resources.(
•! E&C(collaborates(with(internal(audit,(risk(

management(and(other(partners(to(ensure(

that(the(program(takes(into(account(

emerging(information(about(the(business(

and(its(E&C(priorities.(

•! The(organization(periodically(submits(its(

entire(E&C(program(to(an(independent(

review(from(neutral,(knowledgeable(

experts,(internally(or(externally.(

(

back(to(each(participating(organization.(Reports(

contain(individual(company(results(and(benchmarks(

to(peer(organizations.(As(a(group(the(companies(

compare(notes(about(the(areas(where(they(have(

performed(well(and(areas(of(challenge.(

(

One(multinational(provides(a(smartphone(app(

providing(access(to(the(organization’s(code;(key(

policies;(and(an(interactive(guidance(tool(for(

employees’(questions(about(E&C(issues.(The(app(

provides(justOinOtime(guidance(on(basic(questions(in(

six(to(eight(key(compliance(areas.(The(tool(also(

permits(daily(blogging(by(E&C(staff(to(employees(

with(ethics(and(compliance(trends(and(tips.(

(
An(organization(in(the(insurance(industry(is(

experimenting(with(the(use(of(gaming(software(as(a(

means(for(training(employees(on(E&C.(

(

Several(“best(practice”(forums(exist(within(the(E&C(

industry,(allowing(organizations(to(share(resources(

and(to(learn(about(innovative(practices(in(E&C(

program(implementation.(

(

they(comply(with(regulation.(No(effort(is(

undertaken(to(examine(the(impact(of(the(

program,(particularly(on(employees.(

(

The(program(remains(largely(unchanged(

from(its(first(implementation.((

(

Supporting(Objective:(
The(board(of(directors(is(knowledgeable(about(the(

impact(of(the(E&C(program(and(its(implementation(

across(the(business.(

(

(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
In(one(midOsized(corporation,(the(audit(committee(

of(the(board(is(not(only(briefed(quarterly(about(the(

E&C(program;(the(full(board(is(regularly(informed(

about(the(program.(The(board(also(receives(ethics(&(

compliance(training(on(issues(that(pertain(to(its(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
The(board(does(not(maintain(a(relationship(

with(the(chief(ethics(and(compliance(officer(

and(it(is(not(regularly(briefed(on(the(E&C(

program,(its(strategies(or(its(outcomes.(

(
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Leading(Practices:(
•! Board(leaders(and(members(seek(and(are(

provided(comprehensive(information(about(

the(organization’s(E&C(program.(

•! The(board(maintains(a(relationship(with(

E&C(through(regular(contact(with(E&C(

leader(and(his/(her(team.(

•! The(board(receives(regularly(scheduled(

briefings(on(risk(assessment(processes,(E&C(

metrics(and(significant(matters(and(

outcomes(in(the(E&C(area.(

•! The(organization(recruits(and(maintains(

board(members(with(E&C(expertise. 
•! The(board(receives(periodic(E&C(training(

tailored(to(their(responsibilities(as(Board(

members(and(any(special(issues(of(

relevance. 
(

role.(

(

In(a(large(multinational(firm,(the(chair(of(the(audit(

committee(personally(meets(periodically(with(the(

chief(ethics(&(compliance(officer,(in(order(to(discuss(

the(status(of(the(program(and(any(concerns(that(

need(to(be(brought(to(the(board’s(attention.(

(

At(a(publiclyOtraded(corporation,(one(of(the(

members(of(the(board(of(directors(is(the(chief(ethics(

&(compliance(officer(from(a(different(organization.(

The(CECO(serves(as(an(independent(director(to(the(

organization.(

In(cases(where(the(full(board(delegates(

oversight(of(E&C(to(the(audit(committee,(

the(audit(committee(does(not(regularly(brief(

the(full(board(on(the(substance(of(the(

program(or(emerging(E&C(issues.(

(

The(board(does(not(receive(periodic(ethics(

and(compliance(training.(

Supporting(Objective:(
The(organization(shares(its(learning(externally(in(

order(to(positively(influence(other(organizations(

towards(responsible(practices(and(a(commitment(to(

integrity.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! E&C(staff(participate(in(forums(that(create(

dialogue(with(stakeholders(and(

enforcement(officials(and(seek(pathways(to(

contribute(to(the(broader(understanding(of(

the(value(of(their(efforts.(

•! E&C(staff(are(active(in(industry(

organizationsO(engaging(with(peers(to(

exchange(ideas,(identify(emerging(issues(

and(share(best(practices.(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
At(a(large(state(university,(E&C(program(staff(

regularly(deliver(public(presentations(on(their(work.(

The(university(also(hosts(visitors(from(peer(

universities,(companies(and(even(the(military(in(

order(to(bring(them(“in(house”(to(see(the(inner(

workings(of(their(program.(

(

After(experiencing(compliance(challenges(and(

developing(a(revitalized(E&C(program,(the(chief(

ethics(&(compliance(officer(for(a(company(in(the(

technology(sector(delivered(speeches(at(several(

industry(events,(offering(the(lessons(learned(of(the(

organization(as(a(case(study(for(other(practitioners.(

(

In(the(energy(sector,(groups(of(E&C(staff(meet(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
E&C(staff(are(disconnected(from(the(

industry(and(do(not(participate(in(

educational(and(networking(events(hosted(

by(various(associations,(nonprofits(and(forO

profit(consultants/solutions(providers.(

(

Staff(of(the(E&C(program(are(largely(

consumers(–(attending(industry(events(to(

gather(as(much(information(as(possible,(

without(sharing(information(about(the(

successes(and(challenges(of(their(own(

program(efforts.(
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( regularly(in(person(to(discuss(common(issues(and(to(

share(best(practices.(

 

Principle(2:(Ethics(and(compliance(risks(are(owned,(managed(and(mitigated.(

Supporting(Objective:((
The(E&C(program(is(calibrated(to(key(risk(areas(

identified(through(a(robust,(continuous(risk(

assessment(process.(

(

Leading(Practices:((
•! The(organization’s(risk(assessment(process(

includes(identifying(and(tasking(risk(owners(

for(every(key(risk(area,(including(their(

responsibility(for(reporting(and(coordinating(

mitigation(progress((policy,(training,(

operating(processes(and(controls,(mitigation(

and(resolution(of(issues).((

•! E&C(develops(and(regularly(updates(a(

process(map(which(includes(the(

identification(of(key(risk(areas(and(risk(

owners.(

•! The(organization’s(risk(assessment(process:(

o! Includes(broad(and(deep(

participationO(not(just(senior(

leaders.(

o! Includes(processes(and(deliverables(

that(are(integrated(into(business(

calendar(throughout(the(yearO(not(

just(a(oneOtime(event.(

•! The(E&C(program(is(nimble(and(adjusts(

regularly(to(identified(and(prioritized(risks.(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
A(global(manufacturer(ensures(that(one(leader(

has(primary(responsibility(for(risk(assessment,(

policies(and(procedures,(

training/communication,(

monitoring/auditing/modification(in(each(of(14(

key(compliance(areas(such(as(antitrust,(

intellectual(property,(conflicts(of(interest,(

lobbying,(etc.(This(ensures(that(a(“big(picture”(

view(of(each(risk(area(is(maintained(and(gaps(or(

issues(can(be(addressed(and(mitigated,(often(in(

alignment(with(other(areas.(

(

At(one(small,(privatelyOheld(organization,(risks(

are(identified(as(part(of(the(process(of(identifying(

and(quantifying(business(opportunities.(Training(

on(related(risks(and(periodic(review(of(mitigation(

are(a(part(of(regular(measurement(of(business(

progress.((

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Risk(assessment(team(members(do(not(

reach(out(for(feedback(in(their(operations(

or(functions(in(preparation(for(risk(

assessment(meetings;(risk(assessment(is(

siloed(and(shallow.(

(

Significant(risks(are(noted(in(the(risk(

assessment(process,(but(the(organization(is(

slow(to(allocate(resources(to(monitor(and(

begin(remediation(of(the(risk.(

(

The(organization(does(not(prioritize(risks(

and(spends(excessive(resources(on(low(risk(

matters(versus(higher(risks((e.g.,(lowerO

level(gratuities(versus(third(party(diligence).(

(

(
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Supporting(Objective:(
Leaders(across(the(organization(are(assigned(

responsibility(for(the(ongoing(identification(and(

mitigation(of(risks(that(are(endemic(to(their(

operations.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! Leaders(ensure(that(their(teams(understand(

the(risk(assessment(processes(of(the(

organization(and(the(key(risks(that(are(

relevant(to(their(unit(and(the(organization.(
•! Each(key(risk(area(is(assigned(to(risk(owners(

for(coordination(and(mitigation.(

•! Risk(owners,(whatever(their(other(roles,(are(

held(accountable(for(and(recognized(for(

their(performance(as(risk(owners(and(their(

collaboration(with(E&C(and(other(relevant(

functions(in(executing(this(role.((
•! Future(strategies(and(emerging(issues(are(

identified(early(in(their(development(

through(the(risk(assessment(process(

(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
A(highly(regulated(firm(ensures(fastOchanging(

emerging(issues(are(monitored(daily,(and(future(

strategies(are(included(in(risk(assessment(process(

very(early(in(consideration(phase.(The(firm(

discovered(that(assigning(resources(to(daily(risk(

monitoring(in(key(areas(is(a(competitive(

advantage(as(it(leads(to(early(business(

intelligence(and(better(preparation(for(failures.(

(

In(the(energy(sector,(leaders(of(a(midOsized(

organization(routinely(evaluate(and(identify(risks(

–(particularly(with(regard(to(safety(–(in(order(to(

identify(any(areas(for(attention.(Once(identified,(

leaders(and(managers(are(expected(to(address(

any(concerns(and(regularly(monitor(for(changes.(

(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Risks(are(identified(and(memorialized,(but(

ownership(is(not(assigned(to(ensure(that(

they(are(mitigated.((

(

Leaders(at(high(levels(of(the(organization(

are(not(tasked(with(–(or(held(accountable(

for(–(the(mitigation(of(risks.(Rather,(it(is(

assumed(that(risk(owners(at(lower(levels(

will(raise(concerns(to(senior(leaders(if(a(

problem(arises.(

Supporting(Objective:((
SelfOassessment,(early(issue(spotting(and(prompt(

remediation(of(compliance(gaps(are(recognized(and(

rewarded.(

(
Leading(Practices:(

•! The(organization(tracks(performance(

outcomes(and(metrics(on(risk(identification(

and(mitigation(and(holds(individuals(

accountable(for(performance(in(these(areas.((

•! Assessment(and(monitoring(features(are(

required(for(initiatives(so(that(risks(will(be(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
One(large(multinational(organization(has(

established(a(seniorOlevel(risk(assessment(

oversight(committee(comprised(of(leaders(in(the(

major(lines(of(business(and(critical(support(

functions((E&C,(human(resources,(IT,(etc.).(On(an(

ongoing(basis,(employees(at(varying(levels(

identify(and(classify(risk(areas.(The(oversight(

committee(ensures(that(the(terminology(and(

ratings(are(consistently(used(across(the(

organization,(allowing(for(universal(

understanding(of(key(risk(areas.(Risks(are(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
The(organization(develops(a(culture(of(

punishing(those(who(raise(challenging(

issues(or(speak(up(to(address(problems.(

(

Employees(are(encouraged(to(stay(in(their(

“swim(lane”(and(not(ask(questions(outside(

their(area(of(responsibility;(as(a(result,(

issues(are(missed.(
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identified(during(execution.(

•! The(organization(maintains(crossOfunctional(

teams(in(its(risk(assessment(and(quarterly(

disclosure(review(processes(to(promote(

insights(and(issueOspotting.(

quantified(and(periodically(assessed(in(order(to(

track(performance(in(mitigation.(

Supporting(Objective:(
Ethics(and(compliance,(both(the(program(and(the(

state(of(the(organization(from(an(E&C(perspective,(is(

regularly(monitored(as(a(risk(area.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! Compliance(performance,(strength(or(

weakness(of(organizational(culture,(

employee(willingness(or(fear(to(report(and(

other(key(E&C(areas(are(evaluated(as(

potential(risks(to(the(organization.(

•! E&C(processes(for(the(prevention(and(

detection(of(misconduct(are(reviewed(and(

assessed(for(effectiveness(and(efficiency,(

just(as(with(any(other(business(process.(

•! E&C(metrics(across(the(organization(are(

reviewed(to(detect(“high(risk”(areas(that(

may(require(intervention(or(further(

monitoring.(

•! Investigative(and(audit(results(are(reflected(

in(risk(assessment(reviews,(ratings(and(

mitigation(plans.(

(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
A(mediumOsized(organization(in(the(utilities(

industry(assesses(and(quantifies(E&C(as(a(risk(

category.(Risk(attributes(for(E&C(include(

organizational(culture,(employee(conduct(and(

employee(willingness(to(report(concerns.(Data(

informing(risk(metrics(include(trends(in(employee(

reports,(substantiations(and(disciplinary(actions;(

employee(survey(data(measuring(perceptions(of(

culture,(engagement(and(reporting(patterns;(360(

reviews(of(managers;(training(effectiveness;(

results(of(investigations;(and(audit(results.(HighO

risk(areas(are(identified(and(prioritized(for(

management(and(mitigation.((

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
E&C(is(wholly(overlooked(as(a(risk(area.((

(

Compliance(is(examined(as(a(risk,(but(

ethical(conduct(is(not(included(in(the(risk(

assessment(–(particularly(the(presence(of(

actions(that(support(the(establishment(of(a(

culture(where(concerns(can(be(raised.(

(

E&C(risks(are(identified(based(on(

management(perceptions,(but(quantitative(

measurements(are(not(taken.(Risk(are(

classified(according(to(level((high,(medium,(

low),(but(are(not(quantified(to(allow(for(

validation(of(perception(and(measurement(

of(progress.(

Supporting(Objective:((
Guidance(and(support(for(handling(key(risks(are(

provided(to(employees(according(to(their(role.(

(
Leading(Practices:((

•! Policies(and(the(code(of(conduct(are(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
An(organization(in(the(retail(industry(utilizes(the(

results(of(their(risk(assessment(to(implement(

training.(Online(training(methods(are(utilized(to(

deliver(topicOspecific(training(material,(based(on(

employees’(exposure(to(specific(risk(areas.(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Risks(are(identified(at(high(levels(within(the(

organization,(but(training(and(support(is(

not(provided(to(employees(throughout(the(

organization.(As(a(result,(employees’(risk(

exposure(continues(and(they(are(
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maintained,(updated(to(reflect(prominent(

risk(areas(and(made(readily(available(to(

employees(at(every(level(and(locationOO

without(exception.(

•! Continuous(learning(on(E&C(topics(is(

required(of(employees(based(on(their(role(

and(risk(exposure;(such(training(is(

continuously(evaluated(for(effectiveness(

and(relevance.((

•! The(organization(actively(works(to(make(

training(and(guidance(relevant(to(the(user(in(

a(timely(and(current(fashion.((

(

(

A(highly(regulated(firm(includes(flags(in(its(

expense(system(that(prompt(users(to(assess(

gifts/gratuities(against(organizational(policy(and(

require(approval(as(needed.(The(tool(also(permits(

risk(owners(to(track(trends(and(issues(in(

gratuities(approvals(for(followOup(and(

monitoring.((

(
At(a(small,(privatelyOheld(company(in(the(

manufacturing(industry,(the(code(of(conduct(is(

annually(updated(to(reflect(key(risk(areas.(Risks(

are(identified(by(managers,(employees(and(

through(monitoring(of(the(regulatory(

environment.(

(

inadequately(equipped(to(address(them.(

(

Employees(are(trained(once(per(year(on(the(

code(of(conduct(and(systems(for(reporting(

wrongdoing.(No(further(education(is(

provided(–(even(for(employees(in(roles(with(

exposure(to(substantive(risk(areas.(

(

Employees(that(are(difficult(to(directly(

reach((due(to(remote(locations(or(lack(of(

access(to(the(internet)(are(not(provided(

sufficient(access(to(the(code(of(conduct(and(

E&C(resources(to(help(mitigate(risks.(

Supporting(Objective:((
The(organization(maintains(rigorous(thirdOparty(due(

diligence(processes(that(screen(for(integrity.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! E&C(is(significantly(involved(in(diligence(

processes(for(mergers(and(acquisitions.((

•! The(due(diligence(process(for(mergers(and(

acquisitions(is(designed(to(ensure(

reasonable(consideration(of(E&C(risks(prior(

to(deal(closure.(

•! Effective(and(timely(implementation(of(E&C(

standards(is(expected(of(the(acquired(or(

contracted(entity.(

•! E&C(contributes(to(and(monitors(thirdOparty(

diligence(processes(and(standards(for(

agents,(vendors(and(others(in(collaboration(

with(functional(partners.((

Examples(from(HQPs:(
In(one(multinational,(a(broad(crossOfunctional(

team(is(included(in(all(diligence(reviews,(and(a(

project(leader(is(assigned(to(take(accountability(

for(the(full(integration(of(the(acquisition(to(

organization(requirements,(including(ethics(and(

compliance,(by(a(stated(date.(The(diligence(

integration(process(is(reviewed(periodically(to(

capture(whether(issues(were(detected,(at(which(

stage(and(whether(they(were(mitigated(so(the(

process(can(be(improved.(

(

One(nonprofit(organization,(comprised(of(a(group(

of(organizations(committed(to(sharing(best(

practices,(has(developed(a(third(party(and(supply(

chain(code(of(conduct.((

(

One(defense(contractor(has(developed(a(set(of(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Ethics(and(compliance(information(is(not(

included(in(diligence(data(requests(to(

entities(targeted(for(acquisitions.(

(

Integration(of(the(acquired(entity(into(the(

primary(organization’s(E&C(standards(is(

delayed(or(diluted.(

(

Third(parties(and(supplyOchain(

organizations(are(not(expected(to(abide(by(

organizational(E&C(standards.(

(

(
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( standards(for(third(parties,(and(it(requires(third(

parties(to(attest(to(their(compliance(with(the(

organization’s(standards.(Periodically,(the(

company(brings(in(leaders(from(thirdOparty(

organizations(to(provide(training(on(the(

organization’s(standards(of(integrity.(Periodic(

reviews(are(also(conducted(of(third(parties,(to(

ensure(compliance.(

 

 

Principle(3:(Leaders(across(the(organization(build(and(sustain(a(culture(of(integrity.(

Supporting(Objective:((
Leaders(are(expected(and(incentivized(to(personally(

act(with(integrity(and(are(held(accountable(if(they(

do(not.(

(
Leading(Practices:(

•! Leaders(at(all(levels(model(integrity(by:(

o! Talking(about(the(importance(of(

ethical(conduct(and(referencing(

organizational(values(as(a(

framework(for(their(decisions;(

o! Exemplifying(the(conduct(they(

expect(of(their(employees;(and(

o! Holding(subordinates(accountable(

for(ethical(behavior.(

•! Leaders’(behaviors((as(above)(are(a(

significant(consideration(in(employment(and(

promotion(decisions.(

•! No(“waivers”(of(integrity(standards(are(

given(to(more(senior(personnel.(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
The(CEO(of(a(global(multinational(regularly(

discusses(integrity(and(compliance(at(meetings(of(

the(top(leaders(of(the(organization,(specifically(

discussing(expectations(and(making(clear(that,(at(

this(level,(failures(related(to(integrity(will(result(in(

termination.(This(discussion(is(mirrored(in(

subsequent(individual(meetings(with(business(

unit(leaders(and(their(teams(and(ethical(failures(

are(discussed(and(reported(in(routine(business(

performance(discussions(throughout(the(year.(

(

In(one(conglomerate,(performance(metrics(for(all(

senior(executives(and(managers(include(talking(

about(the(importance(of(ethics;(modeling(ethical(

conduct;(holding(employees(accountable(to(the(

organization’s(standards;(and(providing(support(

for(the(E&C(function.(Compensation(for(these(

leaders(and(managers(is(affected(by(subOstandard(

evaluation(on(these(E&C(areas.(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Executives(speak(about(ethics(but(are(not(

visible(in(E&C(awareness(activities.(Their(

actions(do(not(mirror(their(words.(

(

Leadership(tolerates(ethical(misconduct(in(

“big(producers.”(

(

Succession(and(promotion(decisions(do(not(

take(into(account(unfavorable(ethics(and(

compliance(track(records.(

(

Performance(metrics(for(leaders(do(not(

include(any(expectations(for(ethical(

conduct,(or(responsibility(for(the(E&C(

effort.(

(

(

(

(
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•! E&C(performance(affects(compensation,(

advancement(and(retention.(

•! A(highOlevel(committee(reviews(significant(

matters(and(cases(involving(senior(leaders(

to(ensure(neutral(investigation(and(

consistency(in(consequences.(

(

(

In(one(publiclyOtraded(organization,(an(E&C(

steering(committee(convenes(regularly(to(

provide(guidance(to(the(E&C(program.(When(

issues(arise(involving(senior(leaders,(the(issue(is(

reviewed(by(the(steering(committee,(to(ensure(

that(appropriate(action(is(taken.(

(

(

Supporting(Objective:(
Leaders(across(the(organization(own(and(are(

accountable(for(building(a(strong(ethical(culture.(

(
Leading(Practices:(

•! In(everyday(activities,(leaders(act(and(speak(

in(alignment(with(the(organization’s(values.(

•! Leaders(are(knowledgeable(about(and(

assume(responsibility(for(their(role(as(ethical(

leaders(in(the(organization.(

•! Culture(metrics(are(an(element(of(business(

unit(performance.(

•! Employee(feedback(is(sought(regarding(

leaders’(efforts(to(build(and(sustain(a(strong(

ethical(culture.(

•! Annual(performance(reviews(for(leaders(

include(evaluation(of(their(efforts(to(build(

and(maintain(the(culture.(
(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
In(one(organization(in(the(energy(sector,(leaders(

are(expected(to(“own”(the(perpetuation(of(an(

ethical(culture.(E&C(staff(provide(ongoing(

resources(to(leaders,(including(talking(points(for(

speeches;(cases(for(use(in(training(with(their(

management(teams;(training(on(setting(the(tone(

from(the(top;(and(regular(communications(about(

the(means(by(which(leaders(can(influence(the(

culture.(

(

A(pharmaceutical(firm(requires(regular(training(

for(all(managers(in(receiving(and(responding(

appropriately(to(issues(raised(by(employees.(

Managers(receive(useful(tools,(scripts(and(

information(on(their(profound(influence(on(

employees(and(the(fact(that(they(are(the(most(

valuable(“hotline”(the(company(has.(

(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Leaders(and(managers(expect(that(

organizational(culture(is(the(responsibility(

of(E&C(and/or(human(resource(

professionals.(

(

Leaders(and(managers(are(not(exposed(to(

studies(and(research(that(show(their(pivotal(

role(in(employee’s(perceptions(and(what(

they(can(do(to(build(culture.(

(

Culture(is(not(a(factor(in(consideration(of(

business(unit(performance.(

(

Leaders(and(managers(say(one(thing(but(do(

another.((

(

(

(
Supporting(Objective:((
Values(and(standards(are(communicated(effectively(

through(many(channels.(

(
Leading(Practices:(

•! Enterprise(communications(tools(are(

regularly(leveraged(for(E&C(messaging,(not(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
A(small(organization(in(the(retail(industry(

communicates(the(organization’s(

values/standards(through(a(code(of(conduct(that(

is(made(available(to(employees(in(both(print(and(

online(fashion.(The(organization(leverages(staff(

meetings(and(formal(communications(to(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Annual(ethics(training(is(not(engaging(and(

E&C(permits(a(“check(the(box”(attitude(to(

permeate(the(organization.((

(

Policies(are(abundant,(but(irrelevant(and(

unhelpful.(Employees(cannot(locate(them(
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merely(once(a(year.(

•! The(organization’s(values,(its(code(of(

conduct(and(other(procedures(are(explained(

to(all(employees.(When(needed,(they(are(

translated(according(to(language,(culture,(or(

other(demographics(to(ensure(

understanding.((

•! Senior(managers(directly(communicate(

values(and(standards(to(employees(at(all(

company(business(gatherings.(

(

reinforce(the(presence(and(importance(of(

organizational(values.(

(

One(multinational(provides(an(app(for(use(on(

smartphones,(containing(the(organization’s(code,(

key(policies(and(interactive(guidance(tool(to(all(

employees(through(smart(phone.(

(

A(global(pharmaceutical(firm(simplified(policies(

to(ensure(clarity,(readability(and(effective(

translation(to(a(global(audience(and(instituted(

clear(executive(ownership(of(each(policy(to(

ensure(future(sustainability(and(to(avoid(“policy(

proliferation.”(

and(are(not(clear(about(expectations(

conduct(in(their(everyday(roles.(

Supporting(Objective:(
All(employees(are(supported(and(expected(to(

act(in(line(with(company(values(and(are(held(

accountable(if(they(do(not.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! Code/Training/Communications:(All(

materials(begin(with(a(connection(to(

organizational(values(and(then(explain(

various(rules(within(that(context.(Training(

also(emphasizes(seeking(guidance,(being(

conscious(of(acting(in(alignment(with(values,(

and(consequences(for(not(doing(so.(

•! Discipline/Incentives:(Expectations(are(set(

and(performance(is(judged(on(employees’(

actions(in(alignment(with(organizational(

valuesOnot(merely(technical(rule(compliance.(

( Code(of(Conduct(does(not(mention(

consequences(for(misconduct.(

(

Performance(evaluations(do(not(include(

discussion(of(alignment(with(values(or(how(

objectives(were(achieved.(

(

Company(values(are(adopted(but(not(

communicated(effectively;(employees(

could(not(recite(them(if(asked.(
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Principle(4:(The(organization(protects,(values(and(encourages(the(reporting(of(concerns(and(suspected(wrongdoing.(

Supporting(Objective:((
Leaders(create(an(environment(where(employees(

are(prepared(and(empowered(to(raise(concerns(and(

resources(are(provided(to(support(employees(in(

ethical(decisionO(making.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! Questions(from(employees(are(solicited(and(

listened(to;(raising(difficult(issues(is(

expected(and(recognized(as(excellent(

performance.(

•! Employees(are(made(aware(of(available(

resources(to(support(their(speaking(up.(

Awareness(training(addresses(making(

ethical(decisions;(seeking(guidance;(and(the(

process(that(takes(place(when(a(report(is(

made.((

•! Employees(are(aware(of(the(organization’s(

policy(on(“no(retaliation.”(

•! Leaders(are(skilled(at(responding(well(to(

issues(raised(by(employees,(and(their(

employee(feedback(measures(and(case(

resolutions(demonstrate(this.(Leaders(are(

required(to(complete(training(and(have(easy(

access(to(guidance(on(responding(to(issues(

raised(by(employees(and(creating(a(speakO

up(culture.(

•! Leaders’(performance(in(creating(a(speakOup(

culture(is(measured(and(managed.(

•! Leaders(speak(regularly(about(–(and(

formally(recognize(the(value(of(–(raising(

issues.(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
An(organization(in(the(energy(sector(invests(in(a(

robust(employee(concerns(program((ECP),(which(

focuses(on(providing(employees(avenues(by(

which(they(can(raise(issues(and(be(treated(

consistently(and(fairly(by(the(organization.(

Among(its(tasks,(the(ECP(provides(resources(to(

managers(to(help(them(encourage(the(raising(of(

concerns.(

(

A(midOsized(company(in(the(utilities(industry(has(

developed(an(ombuds(program,(designating(

individuals(throughout(the(organization(who(

serve(as(resources(to(employees(who(have(issues(

to(raise.((

(

A(defense(firm(provides(its(managers(special(

training(on(building(employees'(capacity(and(

willingness(to(speak(up.(Managers(reflect(on(their(

own(history(with(speaking(up(and(discuss(when(

speaking(up(was(easy(and(why,(and(when(it(was(

difficult(and(why.(The(training(also(addresses(

effective(ways(to(respond(to(employees(when(

they(come(forward(to(report(suspected(

violations.(

(

A(number(of(organizations(ensure(ethics(and(

compliance(awareness(training(is(led(by(leaders(

with(their(teams.(Training(is(scenarioObased,(

tailored(to(their(organizations(and(permits(

employee(interaction(and(discussion(about(the(

material.(When(leaders(facilitate,(they(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Leaders(do(not(recognize(their(

responsibility(for(the(creation(of(an(

environment(where(concerns(can(be(raised.(

They(are,(therefore,(illOequipped(to(

encourage(employee(reporting.(

(

The(organization(is(silent(on(the(process(

that(takes(place(when(employees(raise(

suspected(violations.(No(communication(

takes(place(around(the(organization’s(

intolerance(for(retaliation(against(

employees(who(raise(concerns.(

(

When(employees(come(forward(to(report(

wrongdoing,(they(are(not(treated(

respectfully(and(are(isolated(or(in(some(

other(way(ostracized(for(coming(forward.(

(

E&C(training(is(exclusively(online(with(little(

assessment(of(effectiveness(or(leader(

involvement(in(dissemination.(

(

Employee(survey(data(indicating(a(fear(of(

reporting(or(lack(of(trust(in(supervisors(is(

not(addressed.(

(

Individuals(who(come(forward(to(report(are(

viewed(as(problem(employees,(rather(than(

being(treated(with(respect(and(rewarded(

for(demonstrating(courage.(

Human(resources(or(other(support(
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•! Courage(in(raising(concerns(is(broadly(and(

publicly(recognized(and(individually(

rewarded(in(employee(performance(

reviews.(

(

demonstrate(their(commitment(to(the(activity(

and(learn(firsthand(how(employees(view(

situations(and(what(questions(come(up.(

(

functions(are(disconnected(or(misaligned(

with(respect(to(ensuring(reporting(and(

preventing(retaliation(and(may(be(

perceived(as(untrustworthy(in(handling(

retaliation(claims.(

(
Supporting(Objective:((
The(organization(respects(all(employees’(rights(to(

report(to(government(authorities.((
(

Leading(Practices:(
•! All(communication(materials(concerning(

reporting(channels(are(vetted(to(ensure(that(

there(is(no(implication(that(reporters(cannot(

(or(should(not)(also(report(to(government.(

•! The(organization’s(confidentiality(

agreements(with(employees(and(partners(

make(clear(that(organizational(policy(does(

not(hinder(or(discourage(reporters’(rights(to(

report(to(the(government.(

•! The(organization(seeks(to(dispel(

whistleblower(stereotypes(and(expects(

leaders(to(responsibly(handle(reports(from(

employees.(

•! If(an(employee(opts(to(make(a(report(to(

government(authorities,(he/she(is(protected(

from(all(forms(of(retaliation.(

(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
An(organization(in(the(auditing/accounting(

industry(has(initiated(a(comprehensive(program(

to(encourage(speaking(up.(Communications(are(

regularly(sent(to(employees(to(reinforce(that(

raising(concerns(is(vital(to(the(success(of(the(

organization.(A(committee(of(E&C(professionals(

oversee(reporting(trends(and(develops(resources(

to(encourage(managers(to(respond(effectively(

when(concerns(are(raised.(Any(individual(who(

reports(to(management(–(or(to(the(government(–(

is(monitored(to(ensure(that(no(retaliation(occurs.(

(

In(an(organization(in(the(media/entertainment(

industry,(E&C(professionals(work(closely(with(the(

general(counsel(to(ensure(that(policies(and(

communications(materials(related(to(reporting(

do(not(discourage(employee(reporting(to(

government(authorities.(

(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Organizational(policies(convey(that(

employees(should(not((or(may(not)(report(

suspected(wrongdoing(to(government(

authorities.((

(

When(an(employee(reports(to(the(

government,(the(organization(takes(

management(action(to(isolate(the(

individual,(thereby(initiating(a(process(that(

is(ultimately(retaliation(against(the(

whistleblower.(

(

Employees(are(not(familiar(with(

anonymous(reporting(options(and(do(not(

understand(the(organization’s(process(for(

handling(concerns.(

(

Leaders(and(managers(communicate(

(however(subtly)(that(whistleblowers(are(

problem(employees.(

(

(

Supporting(Objective:((
The(organization(provides(a(broad(and(varied(

number(of(reporting(avenues,(each(with(effective(

tracking(for(escalation(and(response(of(significant(

matters.(

(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
A(large(organization(in(the(food/beverage(

industry(encourages(employees(to(raise(concerns(

and(report(suspected(wrongdoing(to(their(

immediate(supervisors.(Additionally,(the(

organization(provides(a(webO(and(telephoneO

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
The(organization(does(not(provide(a(means(

for(reporting(anonymously(or(

confidentially,(or(if(it(does,(employees(are(

not(made(aware(of(it.(

(
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Leading(Practices:(
•! The(organization(provides(means(for(

employees(to(anonymously,(where(

permitted(by(law,(and(safely(report(via(the(

phone(and(the(internet,(at(minimum.(When(

appropriate,(these(channels(include(global(

coverage,(including(accommodation(of(

those(who(require(translation(services.(

•! The(organization’s(policy(is(clear(about(its(

standards(for(escalating(and(tracking(

significant(issues.(

(

based(system(for(reporting(either(confidentially(

or(anonymously.(Services(are(provided(24(hours(a(

day,(globally(and(in(multiple(languages(for(global(

locations.(Employees(also(have(the(option(to(

contact(the(E&C(office(directly(or(the(offices(of(

human(resources.(Regardless(of(the(means(by(

which(employees(report,(concerns(that(pertain(to(

violations(of(the(code(of(conduct(are(

documented(and(forwarded(to(the(E&C(office(for(

aggregation(and(tracking.((

(

Managers(are(not(equipped(to(receive(

reports(of(suspect(violations.(When(

employees(raise(such(concerns,(they(do(not(

escalate(the(report(to(higher(levels(of(

management.(

(

In(global(organizations,(communications(

materials(regarding(resources(for(reporting(

are(not(translated(into(multiple(languages,(

and(helpline(support(is(provided(at(times(

that(effectively(preclude(employees(in(

other(countries(from(raising(concerns.(

(

Supporting(Objective:((
The(organization(treats(all(reporters(the(same(–(with(

consistency(and(fairness(OO(throughout(the(entire(

process.(

(
Leading(Practices:(

•! Focus(is(on(investigation(of(allegations,(not(

the(reporter.(

•! Discipline(is(never(imposed(against(an(

employee(for(taking(action(to(report(an(

issue.((

•! Disciplinary(processes(are(regularly(

reviewed(to(ensure(the(following:(

o! Actions(taken(do(not(involve(any(

retaliation(or(the(appearance(of(it((e.g.,(

taking(into(account(the(past(reporting(

history(of(the(employee(reporter).(

o! Mitigation(of(any(risk(that(disciplinary(

actions(taken(might(discourage(future(

reporting.(

 

Examples(from(HQPs:(
In(an(organization(in(the(energy(sector,(leaders(

and(managers(observe(very(clear(guidelines(for(

handling(employee(concerns.(Regardless(of(the(

nature(of(the(issue(raised(and(also(irrespective(of(

the(substantiation(of(the(case,(all(employees(who(

come(forward(to(raise(concerns(are(treated(in(

the(same(way(to(ensure(that(no(individual(

perceives(that(they(have(been(retaliated(against(

by(the(organization.(All(employees(are(able(to(

make(a(full(report;(they(are(listened(to;(and(

opportunities(are(provided(for(reports(to(check(

back(to(find(out(what(is(happening(with(the(case(

they(raised.((

(

In(the(accounting/auditing(field,(one(organization(

considers(retaliation(against(employees(who(

report(to(be(a(violation(of(organization(standards.(

When(employees(come(forward(to(report,(E&C(

staff(periodically(followOup(with(the(individual(to(

be(sure(that(they(do(not(perceive(that(they(are(

experiencing(retaliation.(Instances(of(reported(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Employees(who(report(suspected(

wrongdoing(are(not(taken(seriously(or(are(

ignored.((

(

Company(response(to(employees(who(

report(substantive(wrongdoing(is(different(

from(the(response(for(other(employees(

who(raise(concerns.((

(

Incidents(of(retaliation(are(dismissed(as(

“too(difficult(to(prove.”(

(
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retaliation(are(investigated(and(escalated(to(the(

attention(of(senior(management(and(the(board.((

 
Supporting(Objective:((
The(organization(has(proactive(retaliationO

prevention(processes(including(awareness(training(

for(leaders;(monitoring(of(employee(reporters;(and(

demonstrated(consequences(for(violations.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! All(leaders(are(trained(to(be(aware(of(the(

organization’s(policy(on(retaliation(and(the(

behaviors(that(may(be(perceived(as(

retaliation.(

•! Over(an(extended(period(of(time,(the(

organization(periodically(touches(base(with(

reporters(to(ensure(that(they(have(not(

experienced(retaliation.(

•! In(addition(to(the(feedback(from(individual(

employees,(the(organization(recognizes(that(

employees(may(not(feel(comfortable(

reporting(retaliation;(therefore,(it(continues(

to(monitor(the(longOterm(success(of(

employees(who(report(suspected(violations.(

•! Investigations(of(retaliatory(behaviors(

receive(special(handling(and(priority(to(

ensure(responsiveness(and(neutrality.(

•! Substantiated(retaliation(cases(are(reviewed(

by(senior(management(and(are(reported(to(

the(organization(and(the(board.(

(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
A(global(consulting(firm(tracks(reporters(to(

ensure(that(no(retaliation(takes(place,(

immediately(following(the(investigations(process(

and(over(a(longer(period(of(time.(The(

organization(does(so(by(doing(planned(dataO

gathering(at(intervals(after(the(reporter(acted.(

The(firm(has(protocols(for(addressing(possible(

issues,(including(follow(up(with(human(resources(

and(managers(when(appropriate.(The(firm(also(

provides(continuing(training(to(managers(in(skills(

to(effectively(receive(reports(from(employees,(

being(sensitive(to(how(their(reaction(might(be(

perceived(as(leading(to(fear(of(retaliation.((

(

In(a(midOsized(manufacturing(organization,(

managers(are(regularly(trained(on(response(to(

employee(concerns.(E&C(professionals(provide(

guidance(to(leaders(if(an(employee(concern(is(

raised(and(the(manager(needs(support.(

(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Reporters(do(not(receive(closeOout(

communication(from(the(organization(after(

reporting(concerns.(

(

Leaders(are(permitted(to(create(

environments(in(which(employees(

understand(that(raising(issues(elsewhere(is(

unacceptable(and(will(be(found(out(and(

punished.(

(

Once(employees(report(a(concern(and(the(

investigation(is(complete,(the(case(is(

considered(closed.(No(further(contact(is(

made(with(the(employee(reporter.(

Supporting(Objective:((
The(organization(communicates(directly(with(

individual(reporters(and(more(broadly(with(all(

employees(when(cases(are(closed.((

Examples(from(HQPs:(
A(multinational(regularly(publishes(a(

comprehensive(report(on(ethics(and(compliance(

performance,(including(aggregate(data(and(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Employees(learn(of(failures(or(violations(

through(external(media(rather(than(

through(organizational(communications.(
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(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! The(organization(makes(every(effort(to(

personally(thank(reporters(for(their(courage(

in(coming(forward.(

•! Where(possible,(employee(reporters(are(

directly(informed(of(the(outcome(of(

investigations(based(on(their(reports.((

•! Outcomes(of(reported(misconduct(and(the(

consequences(that(resulted(in(substantiated(

cases(are(regularly(shared(with(all(

employees.((

•! The(organization(prepares(an(annual(public(

reporting(of(E&C(activities,(including(

reporting(trends(and(responses(to(issues.(

(

(

(

trends(as(well(as(new(initiatives(and(learnings.((

(

Upon(conclusion(of(the(reporting(and(

investigations(process,(one(organization(in(the(

energy(sector(makes(every(effort(to(follow(up(in(

person(with(the(employee(who(reports.(Even(if(

the(report(is(not(substantiated,(the(purpose(of(

the(meeting(is(to(close(the(loop(with(the(

employee(and(to(thank(them(for(coming(forward.(

(

In(an(organization(in(the(extractive(industry,(

information(is(shared(with(all(employees(on(a(

regular(basis,(to(communicate(the(reports(that(

have(been(received(and(the(actions(that(were(

taken.(When(instances(of(substantiated(

wrongdoing(are(very(public,(the(organization(

acknowledges(to(employees(that(the(wrongdoing(

occurred,(and(the(company(took(action.((

(

Employees(who(report(are(not(informed(of(

the(outcome(of(their(report((if(they(wish(to(

know).(

(

No(effort(is(made(by(the(organization(to(

thank(employees(for(their(courage(in(

coming(forward(to(raise(concerns.(
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Principle(5:(The(organization(takes(action(and(holds(itself(accountable(when(wrongdoing(occurs.(

Supporting(Objective:(
The(organization(regularly(communicates(that(

individuals(who(violate(organizational(standards(or(

the(law(will(be(disciplined.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! The(code(of(conduct(makes(clear(that(there(

are(consequences(for(violations. 
•! Each(incident(of(substantiated(misconduct(is(

evaluated(to(determine(how(it(should(be(

communicated(internally(and(externally,(as(

applicable,(based(on(the(seriousness(of(the(

issue,(the(level(of(the(subject(and(the(need(

for(and(appropriateness(of(public(disclosure.(

•! The(E&C(program(regularly(communicates(

with(key(stakeholders(about(its(internal(

monitoring(efforts,(including(enforcement(

officials((where(applicable),(investors,(

donors(and/or(consumers.(

 

Examples(from(HQPs:(
In(a(midOsized(company,(the(code(of(conduct(not(

only(outlines(organizational(values(and(rules,(it(

also(describes(process(that(takes(place(when(a(

report(is(made.(This(description(includes(the(

types(of(disciplinary(actions(that(can(be(taken,(

depending(on(the(severity(of(the(incident.(The(

CEO(and(other(senior(leaders(regularly(talk(in(

meetings,(speeches,(emails(and(other(

communications(about(instances(that(have(taken(

place(and(the(actions(that(were(taken(to(hold(

violators(accountable.(This(effort(is(further(

supported(by(managers(in(meetings(that(they(

hold(with(employees.((

(

One(large(domestic(organization(in(the(defense(

industry(includes(E&C(in(its(annual(social(

responsibility(report.(Description(of(statistics(for(

reports(of(misconduct(are(provided,(as(well(as(

summary(reports(of(actions(taken(against(

violators.(

(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Out(of(too(much(concern(for(privacy(and(

litigation,(the(organization(remains(silent(

about(reports(of(wrongdoing(that(are(

brought(forward(and(substantiated.(

Employees(are(unaware(of(the(processes(in(

place(to(respond(to(reports(of(wrongdoing(

and(therefore(they(distrust(that(any(action(

is(taken(if(they(raise(concerns(to(

management.(

(

The(code(of(conduct(addresses(rules(and(

regulation(for(employee(compliance,(but(it(

does(not(explain(the(process(that(takes(

place(when(a(violation(is(suspected.(

(

The(organization(does(not(periodically(

evaluate(the(disciplinary(actions(taken(in(

order(to(ensure(consistency(across(cases.(

(

Supporting(Objective:(
The(organization(maintains(investigative(excellence.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! Thorough,(timely,(neutral,(competent(and(

consistent(investigations(are(conducted(and(

the(organization(maximizes(learning(from(

every(substantiated(matter.(

•! E&C(or(other(appropriate(personnel(ensure(

neutrality(in(investigations(through(careful(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
A(firm(in(the(audit/accounting(field(has(a(

flowchart(of(its(investigative(system(that(

confirms(the(critical(elements(of(their(process(

from(intake(to(case(closure,(including(

considerations(of(legal(oversight,(escalation,(

investigative(protocols,(retaliation(prevention(

actions(and(notifications(and(reporter(followOup.(

Investigators(track(progress(consistent(with(the(

flow(chart,(and(a(higher(level(chart(is(available(to(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Investigative(reports(do(not(include(

recommendations(for(improved(controls(or(

followOon(actions(for(prevention.((

(

Investigative(processes(are(inconsistent,(

and(reporting(documentation(is(not(

complete.(

(

No(attempt(is(made(by(the(organization(to(
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oversight(and(selection(of(who(investigates(

any(matter.(

•! The(organization(is(transparent(about(how(

investigations(are(conducted,(including(roles(

and(procedures,(timing,(quality(standards,(

conflictOofOinterest(protections,(training(of(

investigative(personnel,(confidentiality(and(

antiOretaliation(protections.((

•! Leaders(are(briefed(on(investigatory(

requirements(and(support(investigative(

neutrality(and(confidentiality(in(their(

interactions.( (

•! Respectful(and(proper(personal(debriefing(

and(closure(of(the(issue(with(the(reporting(

party,(if(known,(is(required(in(every(case.(

•! Investigations(focus(on(the(facts(and(the(

underlying(concern(rather(than(on(

defending(against(the(allegation.(In(

reviewing(the(investigative(report,(E&C(

considers(whether(the(incident(could(have(

been(avoided,(and(follow(up(action(is(

recommended(and(acted(upon.((

•! Each(investigation(includes(a(discussion(of(

potential(root(causes,(and(E&C(or(other(

personnel(as(appropriate(ensure(that(

followOup(action(is(considered(and(executed.(

(

employees(so(they(understand(how(the(system(

operates.(

(

A(government(contractor(dedicates(staff(

resources(to(the(team(tasked(with(response(and(

investigation(of(reported(incidents(brought(

forward(by(employees.(No(report(is(ignored.(

Investigative(staff(have(goals(to(close(cases(in(a(

reasonable(timeframe;(however,(the(quality(of(

the(investigation(and(the(treatment(of(

employees(is(equally(important.(For(more(serious(

concerns,(thirdOparty(resources(are(brought(in(to(

ensure(neutrality(and(thoroughness.(Each(case(is(

revisited(by(investigative(staff(as(a(team,(in(order(

to(maximize(learning(and(improve(processes.(

(

One(large(multinational(company(asks(all(parties(

in(an(investigation(to(complete(an(evaluation(of(

the(investigative(process.(This(includes(the(

individual(who(reported(the(problem,(as(well(as(

the(individual(s)(under(investigation.(Metrics(for(

employee(satisfaction(have(been(developed,(and(

E&C(staff(have(goals(to(improve(investigative(

excellence(each(year.(

learn(from(cases(that(are(handled.((

(

Investigative(excellence(is(determined(by(

the(length(of(time(it(takes(to(close(a(matter.(

Less(attention(is(paid(to(the(quality(of(the(

process(and(the(perceptions(of(employees(

who(are(involved((both(those(that(report(

and(those(under(investigation).(

(

Senior(leaders(are(not(regularly(briefed(on(

the(kinds(of(reports(that(are(coming(

forward,(and(they(are(not(informed(about(

the(investigations(that(are(underway.(No(

effort(is(underway(to(ensure(consistency,(

neutrality(and(respectful(treatment(of(

individuals(involved.(

(

The(organization(does(not(conduct(a(root(

cause(analysis(after(each(investigation,(to(

better(understand(the(factors(that(resulted(

in(wrongdoing.(

Supporting(Objective:(
Disciplinary(action(is(consistently(taken(when(

violations(are(substantiated.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! E&C(ensures(that(proper(consequences(

result(from(violations,(including(convening(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
In(one(organization,(the(E&C(leader(convenes(

and(facilitates(a(committee(tasked(with(reviewing(

significant(violations.(This(includes(violations(

involving(highOlevel(employees.(The(committee(

convenes(when(significant(issues(surface(and(

reviews(details(of(the(matter,(in(order(to(ensure(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
The(organization(is(inconsistent(in(response(

to(substantiated(violations,(particularly(

when(senior(level(employees(or(high(

performers(are(involved.(

(

No(systems(are(in(place(to(review(
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disciplinary(review(committees(for(

significant(violations.(

•! Metrics(are(kept(on(disciplinary(

consequences(of(violations(and(are(

periodically(reviewed(for(trends(and(

potential(inconsistencies(by(topic,(location(

and(level(of(employee.(

that(investigation(is(thorough(and(consequences(

are(consistently(applied,(regardless(of(level(of(

employee.(The(group(is(chartered(with(clear(

protocols(for(receiving(investigative(reports,(

maintaining(neutrality((not(expecting(briefings(

before(the(case(is(concluded,(etc.)(and(ensuring(

robust(discussions.(

(

An(organization(in(the(retail(industry(compiles(

comprehensive(metrics(on(the(receipt,(

investigation(and(outcome(of(all(reports(of(

suspected(wrongdoing.(Data(is(regularly(

reviewed(to(identify(trends(and(emerging(E&C(

risks.(

(

substantive(cases,(or(to(ensure(that(the(

investigative(process(is(fair,(consistent(and(

respectful(of(those(involved.(

(

The(organization(does(not(review(data(

collected(throughout(the(process(to(

identify(trends,(or(to(spot(emerging(issues.(

(

The(investigative(and(disciplinary(process(is(

disconnected(from(the(risk(assessment(

process;(therefore,(emerging(issues(are(

missed.(

Supporting(Objective:(
Systems(for(escalation(and(response(are(wellO

developed(and(regularly(tested.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! Clear(policy(is(in(place(regarding(the(

escalation(and(response(of(significant(

matters.(

•! Escalation(and(crisis(management(systems(

are(regularly(tested(via(exercises(or(audits.(
(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
One(midOsized(and(highlyOregulated(entity(has(

developed(multiple(channels(for(the(reporting(of(

suspected(violations.(While(the(organization(

provides(a(helpline(channel(to(receive(reports,(

they(recognize(that(managers(are(most(likely(to(

be(the(initial(recipients,(and(therefore(they(are(

the(first(line(for(the(identification(of(issues.(To(

escalate(significant(matters(in(a(timely(and(

accurate(fashion,(the(organization(has(created(a(

formal(system(for(managers(to(notify(E&C(if(an(

issue(has(surfaced.(Organizational(policies(and(

performance(expectations(of(managers(further(

emphasize(their(responsibility(to(spot(issues(and(

escalate(matters(as(appropriate.(E&C(is(tasked(

with(raising(matters(to(the(attention(of(senior(

executives(and(the(board,(if(suspected(violations(

warrant(their(attention.((

(

An(organization(in(the(insurance(industry(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
The(organization(does(not(have(a(protocol(

for(escalating(significant(matters,(so(critical(

cases(may(be(overlooked(or(mishandled.((

(

Formal(policies(and(performance(

expectations(for(managers(do(not(address(

their(responsibility(to(escalate(issues(that(

signal(the(potential(for(significant(

violations.(

(

Little(to(no(effort(is(made(to(periodically(

review(existing(systems(for(identifying(and(

escalating(issues.(Therefore,(gaps(in(the(

system(perpetuate.((
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leverages(its(internal(audit,(and(also(its(E&C(

program(evaluation(effort,(to(closely(examine(the(

effectiveness(of(its(systems(for(identifying(and(

escalating(significant(issues.(A(third(party(is(also(

periodically(engaged(to(test(the(system(and(to(

identify(any(areas(of(concern.(

(

Supporting(Objective:(
Appropriate(disclosures(are(made(to(regulatory(or(

other(government(authorities.(

(

Leading(Practices:(
•! Leaders(support(responsible,(timely(

disclosure(to(regulators.(

•! Leaders(ensure(robust(discussion(of(the(

most(appropriate(avenue(for(disclosure(and(

promote(appropriate(transparency(

regarding(failures(or(violations.(

•! Escalation(procedures(ensure(that(

potentially(disclosable(matters(are(

efficiently(and(promptly(escalated(for(

review,(and(there(are(consequences(for(

failure(to(escalate.(

•! Appropriate(processes(are(in(place(to(ensure(

relevant(senior(personnel(and(E&C(

consultation(on(questions(about(proper(

disclosure.((

•! Employees(are(trained(on(proper(

procedures(in(cooperating(with(government(

inquiries(and(consequences(for(

noncompliance. 
•! When(appropriate,(cases(are(publicized(

after(closure(and(followOup(action(to(deter(

future(misconduct.(

Examples(from(HQPs:(
While(investigating(a(reported(incident(that(could(

result(in(a(false(claims(violation,(one(mediumO

sized(government(contractor(uncovered(evidence(

that(a(separate(incident(had(taken(place,(

constituting(a(violation(of(the(Foreign(Corrupt(

Practices(Act.(The(organization(quickly(sought(

both(internal(and(external(counsel,(in(order(to(

ensure(that(the(matter(would(be(handled(

appropriately.(Leaders(of(the(organization(

disclosed(the(incident(to(the(appropriate(

authorities(and(committed(to(full(cooperation(

with(government(officials(in(the(resulting(

enforcement(process.(

(

One(large(manufacturer(conducts(periodic(

simulations,(in(which(the(crisis(management(

team(is(asked(to(consider(the(issues(and(

company(response(to(situations(as(they(escalate(

into(significant(events.(Senior(leaders(from(E&C(

are(part(of(the(crisis(response(team.(The(crisis(

management(plan(involves(the(consideration(of(

corporate(values(and(organizational(

responsibility(to(disclose(to(proper(authorities(as(

appropriate.(After(the(simulation(concludes,(

lessons(learned(are(shared(more(broadly(among(

senior(leaders.(

(

Common(Pitfalls(to(Avoid:(
Disclosure(decisions(are(made(in(a(vacuum(

without(proper(consultation(and(

consideration(of(responsibility,(

transparency(and(consequences.((

(

The(organization(does(not(take(time(to(

outline(and(memorialize(their(intended(

response,(should(significant(issues(arise.(

Therefore,(when(problems(surface,(the(

assembly(of(a(crisis(management(team(is(ad(

hoc,(and(leaders(involved(are(illOprepared.((

(

Employees(are(not(trained(on(procedures(

for(cooperating(with(government(inquiries;(

therefore,(organizational(response(is(slow.(

(

E&C(staff(are(not(formal(members(of(a(

crisis(management(team.(Organizational(

values(and(corporate(responsibility(are(not(

significant(factors(in(decisionOmaking(when(

problems(arise.(

(

The(organization(does(not(disclose(as(

appropriate,(thereby(increasing(the(

likelihood(of(significant(consequences(for(

substantiated(violations.(
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A(small(supplier(in(the(retail(industry(regularly(

monitors(regulatory(and(enforcement(activity,(

utilizing(communications(from(government(

officials(about(the(factors(that(influenced(their(

enforcement(decisions.(This(information(is(used(

as(content(for(discussions(at(senior(management(

meetings(and(also(for(board(training(on(the(

importance(of(compliance.(

((

(

(

 
(




